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Cord Wood,

In my work the last few years I have
visited many farmers, and I know gomething about their way of living. Whal
has seemed to me the ends for which
many live, and for which they work, are
to pay some indebtedness, accumulait
money to invest outside the farm thai
will bear interest, or else they are satistied to make enough money for a bare
material living aud do not yet desire the
higher enjoyments of life. Their life
has not been developed to the extern
that they want a convenient, comfortable and well furnished house, with a
nice lawn around
it. on which are
tlowers and ornamental trees.
They do
see
not
the need of planning a good
kitchen garden, and for an abundance of
all the fruits in their season, or seem to
realize that it is the privilege, and, perhaps, I may say, the duty, of the farmers to have the
best of everything.
They do not see that it costs no more to
keep pure bred or high grade livestock
than scrubs, aud that there is much
more satisfaction and profit in caring
for them. They are not availing themselves of the help of reading the best
literate, notwithstanding that the government is delivering the mail to the
house in most rural localities now. It
costs little to have the beat agricultural
papers and all the bulletins from government and state experiment stations;
yet I know from my investigations that
only about 10 per cent of the farmers
have these.
Γο those I have mentioned must be
added the higher enjoyments of reading
high class literature and music and art,
and those of the social and religious
lite. No farmer who does not to some
extent possess and enjoy all of these is
getting the most out of life.
One farmer, James Y'oung, who lives
near the village of Sidney, in Delaware
County, X. Y.t whom I recently visited,
is, more than most farmers, a good
example of the lesson I am trying to
teach. His farm contains 185 acres.
The main business is dairy farming.
Ile keeps eighteen grade Ayrshire cows,
lie told γήθ the ration for these cows io
winter was ten pounds a day of a mixture of corn, oats and gluten and twenty
pounds of good early cut hay, and in
summer, pasture and four pounds a day
of wheat mixed feed. The returns from
the condensary, where milk is sold, is
>70 a cow, and the total income from the
herd is $1,200. The income from other
sources, including poultry, bees, fruits
and vegetables, to which 1 add rental of
house, figures «1.S85. The total expenses, including the wages of one man,
grain purchased, taxes, running expenses, also interest on an investment of
$S,000, amount to $1,100. This leaves a
net cash income above all expenses of
from the farm.
nearly
This amount on the farm is more than
equal to twice the amount in the village
or city, and on the farm it is sufficient
I do not think
for a very nice living.
this farmer is working to earn and save
money so much as to make the most of
the privileges of farm life. He lives in a
good modern house. The buildings are
all tirst class. The barn would be a better place in which to live than many
houses 1 have seen. It is sided with
good pine and very nicely painted.
There is a perfectly tight floor in the
cement.
stable made of brick and
There are water buckets in the stable,
aud these are filled from a reservoir that
is tilled by a windmill that pumps the
He uses
water from a spring into it.
the very best modern tools, and believes
in having the best of everything. He
grows all the large and small fruits, so
there is a large supply for home use,
and the vegetable garden is large, which,
with the fruit, milk, butter, cream and
eggs from the farm furnishes a better
living than many city men can buy. He
takes, and I think reads, the best of the
leading agricultural papers. He has the
advantages of free rural mail delivery,
telephone and a railroad station near by,
churches.
and
schools
also stores,
There is a little farming settlement of
intelligent people here and good social
privileges. Here it would seem is an
opportunity of living an almost ideal life
if one is in a condition of mind and body
to rightly use and make the most of
these opportunities. Surely life on a
farm like this should be more desirable
than the strenuous city life, and especially to the man who has so muoh of the
right spirit that he can get the most out
of it.—W. H. Jenkins in Tribune
Farmer.

Slab Wood,

Farm Necessities.

In the day of high prices for land,
and close competition it is necessary
that the most should be made out of
every acre, and this cannot be done uulees proper atteution is given to seed.
A good fanning mill properly used will
not only do much toward increasing any
one given crop, but improve the strain
of seed. Heavy seed 'iae been shown by
repeated tests to give much better
crops than light seed, in fact proper
kCradiug of seed is ofteu the means of
securing a good crop where without it a
resulted.
have
failure would
total
Good fanning mills are so cheap now
South Paris, Maine.
have
should
one, and
that every farmer
he should spend some of his spare time
during the winter, getting his seed ready
A
for spring.
Scales are a great aid in determining
the gains or losses from feeding various
mimais, and they soon enable anyone to
become an expert eye judge of weight,
i* quickly absorbed.
and consequently of value, an important
Sites Relief at Once.
point iu buying aud selling his stock.
It cleiuises, soothes
The mauure spreader is one of the
h*aLs and protects
most important inventions of the day.
the diseased memA given amount of manure will return
brane. It cures Catwice as great profits if properly spread
tarrh and drives
by a modern manure spreader as if
—a^ay a Cold iu the
spread by tiie old hand method. It will
Head qnicUy. Ko- U Λ V
cover twice the ground aud give better
® ™ * ··
<tor»s the SÔowt of W»· 1
results than if put on half as much laud
Τ «te and Smell. Full size SOcts., at DrngImproved stock, improved seed, and
gi->!s <>r by mail ; Trial Size 10 cts. by maiL
soil should be the watchword
improved
Ely Brothers, 56 Warreu Street, New York· of every successful farmer.—R. E.
Dimick, in Successful Farming.

Edgings,

Stove Wood and
Coal at

A. W. Walker &. Son's,

pc™tive CATARRH

Ely's Cream Balm
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A

new

Lot

of Plumbing Goods.
The best of
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and see this line. JobNo
bing promptly attended to.
charge for team.

New

Hampshire Crop

and Notes.

We have bad some very poor hay
weather, lots of rainfall that is filling
the low lands aud meadows with water,
which makes it extra hard for the farmer, having to wade in the water, and not
Autumn
healthy for young or old.
breezes will be blowing before many
L. M. Longloy,
farmers get done haying. Farmers here
Maine. tell us the hay crop will be less than laet
Terrible thunder storms have
year.
swept over this part of New Hampshire,
doing lots of damage. The apple crop
will be very small. I am beginning to
dnd out you cannot tell about the apple
crop by bloom of the trees in the spring.
Lake Winnipiseogee is the great attraction (or summer tourists who come
from a long distance to camp out on its
For sixteen year» I ha*e fltted
glaeee· to ileislands. On these islands are
e eye» ami
nothing el«e—that makes mo a many
•Pec'alUt If your eye· trouble you tn auy way, some splendid summer residences, ownmen in our large cities.
rich
The
*»'t tf jou w&ut
ed by
expert ailvlce In regard to the
**""· coiue to the man who 1» a opeclailet, who camper brings lots of money that is left
the farmers. Up among the hills
*toee υ(Μ« thing
only. So charge for eye examln- among
•Mon» or l'oneultatlon.
here, and by the lake, is where John G.
Whittier spent much of his time, writing some of his beautiful poems. Oui pee
park, high up on the mountain, draws
Sye SpcctalUt, Norway. Me. Tel. 184.
many visitors, and it pays them to see
the falls and boiling spring.—Cor. in
Maine Farmer.

Norway,

Specialist

Specialist

DR. PARMENTER

We Do all Kindt of....

considerainto
is the most profitable one lor the farmer to raise.—Maine
4 Farfeti. South Parte· Fanner.

JOB PRINTING.
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The Crops.
Of course a deal of interest centers in
the crops at this season of the year,
where the returns of the year for the
efforts pat forth are either being realized or so nearly in sight as to be measured in volume with approximate reliability. So far has the season now advanced that it is now seen that the discouragements of the unseasonable cold
of the early part of the season has not
finally worked so much damage to
farmers as was greatly feared at the
time, an outcome not unusually realized
when discouraging experiences suddenly
fall upon us. This experience is another case in proof that it is never best
to be cast down by conditions only to be
seen in the imaginary distance and then
rarely realized. The unseasonable cold
of calendar spring time was followed by
a tarried mid-summer heat that forced
vegetation to make up a measure of its
lost time, and is, as a consequence,
bringing the desired harvest along in
not greatly belated time and in the average bounty. All this in fulfillment of
the promise of a harvest to follow the
seed time. When will a people learn
that a sweeping failure on the farm
never follows diligent industry?
A full average hay crop has been harvested, and is now safely in store. A
crop of grain, a yield more generous
than the efforts put forth in its behalf at
the seeding, has now substantially all
been gathered in. Corn has made remarkable progress under the extreme
heat, and at this time is but a trifle behind its usual stage at this date, and in
proportion to the area planted, is likeiy
Potato return a surprising harvest.
toes, to look at, are just fine. They are
even
and
a
healthy
showing remarkably
growth that in the broad fields are a dehave
been
unthe
to
They
eye.
light
usually well cared for—scarcely a field
to be seen that has been damaged by
bugs or is now choked with weeds.
True, there has been too much rain in
the far-away Aroostook, and not quite
enough in the other extreme of the
state, for the greatest possible yield at
the harvest, and we just a little fear that
the heat of the past month has forced a
growth of tops—(plants) that the two
or three weeks of time remaining will
not be so favorable for the growing of
the bottoms. However, the first early
crops that have been dug are turning
out a fairly good yield of fine quality. ;
We need have no fears but there will be

potatoes enough.

a little late with their
rather small at this date.
With needed moisture and continued
warm weather ahead there is ample
time between now and mid-October to
perfect the fruit and give ue a fairly full
crop of winter fruit, and there is every
promise it will sell for reasonably satis-1

Apples are
growth and

factory prices.
Dairy products of all kinds are selling
at unusually high prices, and are sure to

continue through the year. This is
the time for dairymen to take advantage
of the situation. A farmer just at hand
states his last monthly check for cream,
from seven cows was sixty dollars. Another is selling his veals for twenty dolBeef has
lars apiece and upwards.
made a very substantial advance, and
everything in the form of fat cattle is in
quick demand and likely to so continue
for the next twelve months. But a
farmer must be doing something or
these encouraging prices will be no advantage to him. Prosperity comes to
those who earn it. The present is always a "good time" for the active
farmer.—Maine Farmer.
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By Louis Tracy,

Author of "Wings of the Morning," "The Pillar of
Light," Etc.
COPYRIGHT.

1904.
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[continued.]
The inau whipped out a check hook.
"Ain I to make out a check for £5,000
to Thillp?"· he asked.
"No; to Philip Anson, please."
"Thank you. And now, shall I put
any address on the contract note which
I will hand you?"
"The Pall Mall hotel."
Isaac-stein with difficulty choked back
The Pall Mall hotel was
a comment.
the most expensive establishment In
London. Ile tossed the check and another document across the table.
"Come
"There you are," he said.
with me to my bank. You will excuse
the hurry. I have a lot to do before

I leave for Amsterdam tonight."
Philip saw that the acknowledgment
of his diamonds appeared to be In

proper form.
"There Is no need nt this moment to
explain to the bank manager that I
am the hero of the police court affair?"

be said.
"None whatever. I am lending you
the money, and will be paying you a
good deal more very soon. That will
be sufficient. He may draw his own
îouolusions, of course."
Philip was now looking at the check.
"Why do you put 'account payee' between these two strokes?" he said.
The man explained, and even found
time to show him how to cross and iiw
dorse such Important slips of paper.
Then they walked to Hie bank, a few
doors away. The elderly manager was
obviously surprised by the size of the
check and the youth of the "payee."
"Oh. this is nothing, a mere Ilea bite."
said Isaacstein. "In a few days hé will
bave ten times the tunouut to his
credit."
"Dear me. Are you realizing property on bis behalf?"
"Yes."
"Well, Mr. Anson," said the manager pleasantly, "I hope you will take

of your money."
"I want you to do that," smiled Philip. who was slialitly nonplused by the
prefix to his name, heard by hlin- for

care

the first time.
"(>h. if you leave it with me it will
be quite safe."
"I cannot leave all, but certainly I
will not spend £3.(>00 in a week. I

menu

and

to

-can

buy

some

property, though,

I have a hundred now?"

bage

worms,

Pennsylvania.

Corn in this section was not planted
until after the first week in June as the
ground was white with frost June 5th.
Corn made rapid growth during June
and July but grew so quickly the roots
are on top of the ground and are affected more by the drouth than would have
been the case if growth had not been so
rapid. Now it is threatened with frost.
The hay crop in this section of York
county is below the average and there
are but a few apples and some orchards
These are
killed.
are badly winter
some of the many things the farmers
have to contend with.
As I am a producer of milk I will
touch upon that subject. Unless there
is an advance in price I shall sell my
cows and do something else.
The price is going to be 9 cents in
Boston this winter; a man cannot pro- ;
duce S 1-2 quarts of milk for less than I
42 1-2 cents or 5 cente per quart.
Grain is higher than last year. Ât
this writing bran is #0 per ton higher
than last year; hay ?t) or |8 higher;
help, if you can get it, is higher and
grows poorer each yoar.
If the rules of production and care of
milk are enforced by the Boston board
of health, tfce producer should receive
75 cents per can of 8 1-2 quarts delivered
at the station.
Examples of productive
cows and profit of such are given; but
there are losses from abortion, failure to
breed aud later from choking and lots of
things that are put on the loss side of
the ledger in the milk business.
The farmers are the poorest organized
of all people and the milk contractors
take advantage of it.
Farmers should organize and stand for
their rights, for if they do not no one
will.—£. L. Smith in New England
Farmer.
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J. CLODE.

It attracted no special
"Vf liy not!
notice from the iwople us I came here.
Nobcdy caiusuiell It. It won't explode
It Ls
or bnrn a hole in m.v clothes.
"
quite safe, I assure yon
"But let me take it to Amsterdam.
Boy! boy! It must weigh four hundred
carats!"
"Enough of business for today. I
have a lot of things to attend to.
Shall we say Tuesday?"
"No; Wednesday at 11. One word.
Let me put it iu my safe."

"Gootiby."
Philip hailed a hansom and drove
off to I.udgate Hill, smiling graciously

at Isaacstein as he whirled away.
The man swayed gently through the
crowd until lie reached the office, when
he 4ropi>ed limply into his chair.
Then he shouted for his coulideutial
clerk.
"take
he
"Samuel."
murmured,
charge, please. I'm going home. I
want to rest liefore I start for Harwich. And, Samuel!"
"Yes, sir."
"While I am away you might order
another scales. In future we will sell
diamonds hylhe pound, like potatoes.''
CIIAI'TER XI.

AFTER

picking up hla belongings
the outfitter's, two smalt
Gladstone bags with "P. A."
at

contract note and then looked at Philip, evidently regarding him as a relative or youthful secretary of the
"Philip Anson, Esq., Pall Mall hotel."
whose name figured on the paper.
"I suppose you only want thij tj he
Indicated?" ho said.
"Yes," agreed Philip, who had not
the remotest idea what he meant.
"Sixpence," was the curt rejoinder.
Philip thought he would be called on
to pay many pounds—some amount In
the nature of a percentage of the sum
named In the agreement, lie produced
the coin demanded and made no comWith stamp or without, lie
ment.
knew that Isaacstein would go straight
A
in this preliminary undertaking.
single glimpse of the monster diamond
in his pocket had made thut quite cer-

Instantly classed him as the avant
courier of an American family.
"I want a sitting room and bedroom
en suite," said Philip.
"One bedroom?" was the surprised

query.
"Yes."
"How many of you are there, then?"
"I beg your pardon?"
"Are you alone?"
"Yes."
The clerk fumbled with the register.

Precocious juveniles were not unknown to him, but a boy of Philip's
type had not hitherto arisen over hi*
horizon.
Λ

"

Don't you know me, Mr. Juddf

"

"By all means.''
Philip wrote his first check and rereived twenty crisp five pound uotes.
Isnacsteln stood by, smiling grimly,
lie had not yet got over the farcical
eide of this extraordinary occurrence,
uud he was wondering what the bauk

manager would have said could he but
see Philip as he, Isuaesteiu, saw him
uo later than the previous day.
"By the way," said Philip, whose
heart was belting a little now, "suppose I wish to give a reference to anybody. wiil you two gentlemen answer
for me'r"
"The bank will always say whether
or not your check will be honored to «ι
stated amount, lu other respects Mr.
Isaacsteiii, who brought you here, will

your purpose admirably—noue
better iu the city of Loudon," replied
the bunker.
Isaacstcln placed both feet together,
and his head sank between his shoulders. lie again reminded Philip of a
top. The boy fancied that In a second
or two he would Itegln to spin and
The bank manager's statement
pur.
It was the
flattered the little man.
sort of thing he understood.
Philip
privately resolved to make this human
top wabble when alone with him in
serve

the street again.
"One more question, and I have ended," he said. "Where Is the beet place
to store some valuables?"
"It all depends on tbeir nnturo. What
are

they—plnte, Jewels, paper?"

asked to I* shown to hla room·.
A bov smaller, but not younger, than
himself—a smart page, who listened to
the foregoing with deep
asked timidly whether the guest would
go by the stairs or use the el<"'tttc*·
-I will walk." said rhlllp. who liked )
to ascertain his bearings.
The palatial nature of the apartments took him by surprise when he
reached them. Although far from being the most expensive suit In tne
hotel, the surrouudings were of a nature vastly removed from anything
hitherto known to him.
Even the charming house he inhabited as α child in Dieppe contained no |
His portmanteau fosuch luxury.
lowed quickly, and a valet entered.
Philip's quick ears caught the accent
of a Frenchman, and the boy spoke to
the man In the language of hla country. pure and flndeflled by the barbarisms of John Bull.

They were chatting about the weattier, which, by the way. ever since the
19th of March had beeu extraordinarily fine, when there was a knock a
the door, and the manager entered.
The clerk found the situation too
much for him. He had appealed to a

SU 1111^

IAJUUI

U11U

α

UCUIVVIUI

vu

suiteV" he replied.

"Exactly."

Τ lie clerk was disconcerted

ip's steady gaze.

by

Phil-

floor?" he asked.
"Really," said Philip, "I don't know.
Supjtose you tell me what accommodation you have. Theu I will decide at
"On

wli^

once."
The official, who was one of the
most skilled hotel clerks In London.
Tound It ridiculous to be put out pf
•ountenance by a mere boy who could
not lté a day older than seventeen and
might be a good deal less. He cast a
critical eye on riiiilp's clothing and
saw that, while it was pood. It had not
the ploss of Vere de Vere.
lie would paralyze him at one fell
blow, little dreaming that the other
read his glance and know the exact
mental process of his reasoning.
"There is a ûood suit vacant on the
first floor, but it contains a dressing
room and bathroom," he said, smiling
the smile of a very knowing person.
"That sounds ail right. I will take

it."
"Ah, yes. It costs £5 a day!"
Each of the six words In that portentous sentence contained a note of
admiration that swelled out Into a
magnificent crescendo. It was a verbal avalanche, beneath which this
the
queer youth should Ικ» crushed Into
very dust.
day!" observed
"Five jiounds a
Philip calmly. "1 suppose there would
be a reduction if taken for a month?"
"Well—er—during the season it is

The man's ears were alert now, and not—er—usual to"—
the boy emlled faintly.
"Oh, very well. I can easily arrange
"Oh," he explained, "I have a very ! for a permanency later if I think fit
1
large quantity of rich ore which I wish Whit number is the suit, please, and
to lodge In some place where it will be will you kindly have my luggage sent
becure and yet easy of access."
there at once?"
Pole Beans and Potato Bugs.
j "I would recommend
you to rent a
The clerk was demoralized, but he
Not having the bean poles handy, 11
strong room lu the safe deposit across
to say:
spread a little apple tree brush over the the street. There you have absolute managed
"Do you quite understand the terms
ground, and the vines run all over it and
and quick access during busi- —thirty-five pounds a week!"
made a swamp of vines, producing a security
ness hours."
"Yes," said Philip. "Shall I pay you
crop of beans fully equal to one obtainPhilip expressed his thanks and quit- a week in advance? I can give you
ed from the best care in training to j
notes, but it will oblige me If you take
poles. Has any of our readers tried this ted the bank with his ageut.
In the middle of Holborn, In the a check, as I may want the ready
way? I think my beans ripened earlier,
and they were free from rust. There midst of the jostling, hurrying occumoney in my possession."
are many kinds of ruuning beans; some
pants of one of the busiest thorough- ]
Receiving a faint indication that,
I have a kind
are not good producers.
fares In Loudou, he pulled the glunt tinder the clrcnmstunccs, a check wonl.1
are
which are perfectly white that
good diamond out of his pocket and suddenbe esteemed a favor, Philip whipped
producers, and are good for cooking.
ly held it under Isaacsteln's nose.
out his ehe<->.- 1«yV, fille 1 Ι·ι a check to
sumthis
more
The pests are
plenty
"I told you I had them as big as
mer than ever, and seem determined to
destroy the potato crop, and there is a hen'· eggs," he cried. "What do you
poor prospect for a crop this fall, but think of this one?"
Isaucstelu glanced at It for one fasthe farmers who can afford the time to
sprinkle with Paris green, one part cinated second. Then he looked around
Paris green with six parts ashes, will with the stealthy air of a man who
la a constitutional disease originating in
raise potatoes, and will get a good price fears lest he
may be detected In the
Impure blood and requiring constitutional
for all they have to sell. Don't be slack
of
a
terrible
crime.
commission
treatment acting through and purifying the
and let the bugs spoil your potato crop.
"Are you mad?" be whispered.
—J. L. Hereey in Maine Farmer.
blood (or Its radical and permanent core.
"No, not mad," answered Philip
is
as he pocketed the gem.
"I only The greatest constitutional remedy
coolly
Maple trees in Underbill, Yt.f are wanted you to wabble."
being denuded of their foliage by cater"You wanted me to wabble!"
pillars of a peculiar appearance. The
In usual liquid form or In chocolated
"Yes. You look so like a big top at
pests begin their ravages on the uppertimes. When do we meet again, Mr. tablets known as garaatal»·. 100 doses $1.
most leaves of the tree, and their rasp| Nasal and other local forma of catarrh
ing noise la not unlike that of the com- Iaaacsteln?"
mon
timber
borers.—New England
"You are not going away by yourself are relieved by Catarrlets, which allay in·
Farmer.
ι flammatloD and deodorize discbarge. 60c.
with that stone in your pocket?"

Catarrh

Hood's Sarsaparilla

|

higher authority.

Even the suave and diplomatie M.
Foret could not conceal the astonishment that leaped to his eyes when he |
saw the occupant of suit F.
"I think you will find these rooms
verv comfortable," he said for lack of |
aurht better. A commissionnaire was
already on his way to the bank to ask
if the check was all right.
"Are you the manager? asked FMI-1
ip, who was washing his hands.
"

"Ygs
"I am glad you called. One of your
clerks seemed to be taken aback because a youngster like me engaged an
expensive suit. I suppose the proceedin'' is unusual, but there Is no reason
why It should create excitement. It
need not be commented on, for In-

nicely painted on them, Philip
stopped his cab at Somerset llouse.
He experienced no difficulty in reaching tiie proper department for stamping documents, and thus giving them
stance."
legal significance.
"No. no; of
An official glanced at Isaac-stein's
t

For the rest lie was rapidly making
out a plan which should secure hi; inlie hoped before
terests effectually.
the day wa< out to have set on foot
arrangements which would free him
from all anxiety.
From Somerset House bo drove to the
Pall Mall hotel. A gigantic hall porter, looking like a yo lit'·. Γη I major gen
eral In undress uniform, received him
with much ceremony and ushered him
to the office, where an urbane ilerk

caterpill-

and other insects to keep in check.
Most city stores are not opened until
after 7 A. m. and β p. m. are closed. On
the farm the farmer is at work two hours
before that and has some chores to do
after Τ P. M., and I know of one man
that is seldom done at 8 p. m. and is always up before 4 A. M. Help in the city
can be procured to do jobs of cleaning
up, unpacking can be done by boys before and after school but help of this
kind cannot be secured by a farmer dependent on hired help.
But I will not dwell on the man in the
We have troubles of our own.
store.
This year was late and planting was behind in all sections even as far eouth as
ars

EDWARD

|

not."
"Thank you very much. I have a
special reason for wishing to Uve at
this hotel.
Indeed. I have given this
address for certain Important docu-1
ments. Will you kindly arrange that
I may be treated like any ordinary

you?"

was

not rude to

"Not in the least. I am only anxious to prevent special notice being
taken of me. You see, if others get to
know I am living here alone, I will be
pointed out as a curiosity, and that
will not be pleasant."
The request was eminently reasonable. The manager assured him th:\t
Btrict orders would be given on the
point instantly, though lie was quite
certain In his own mind that Inquiry
would soon be made for this remarlcnhle youth, perhaps by the police.

"You

can

leave us," eakl Philip to|

the valet In French.
Now the chance use of that language. no less than his perfect accent,
went a long way toward removing the
manager's suspicions. A boy who was
so well educated must be quite out of
the commou. Perhaps some eccentric
parent or guardian encouraged him to
act independent!* thus early in lire.

be the son of a rich man
coming to London for a special course
of studv. The name, Ausou. was an
aristocratie oue. Hut his clothes-they
were odd. Good enough, but not the
He

might

eight thing.

•Will you oblige me my recommend
"1
a good tailor?" said Philip.
need a complete outfit of wearing apparel, and It will save me a lot of
trouble if somebody will tell me
lv what to buy and where to buy It.
His uncanny trick of thought readluK
disconcerted the manager greatly. ¥ndoubtedly the boy was a puzzle. Never had this experienced man of the

lug

e-caÇt*

world

met

any

one

more

»{* P°J"

sessed, more direct aud yet. with it all,
exceedingly polite.

(V,
»l take it that you want the best,
he inquired pleasantly.

"Yes."

rt

"Are von lunching In the hotel ;
«I would like something sent here. If
you please, and there ngaln your advice will be most gratefully accepted.
The manager felt that a generation
new
was growing up of which be
nothing, but he simply answered:
«I will see to it.
wine?"

Do you-er-take

rump laugneu, mai pieusiiiii » uuic
souled laugh of his which instantly secured him friends.
"Not yet, monsieur"—
"Foret is my name."
"Well, M. Foret. I am far too young
I
as yet for cither wine or tobacco.
promised my mother I would touch
neither until I am twenty-one, and I
will keep my word. I think I would
like some cafe au lait."
Your dejeuner will
"I under.stHncjL
By the
be sent up lu ten minutes.
time you have finished I will huve
people here from two or three establishments who will meet nil your requirements in the shape of clothes aud

the rest."
An hour's talk and the payment of
checks on account worked wonders.
Before many days had passed Philip
was amply provided with raiment. Ills
presence In the hotel, too. attracted
People who
no comment whatever.
him coming or going Instantly
sumed that he was staying with his
people, while tho manager took care
that gossip among the employees was

saw

as

promptly stopped.

As for the ragged youth with the
diamonds, he was forgotten apparent
ly. The newspapers dropped him, beIndeed, that Isaacsteln had

lieving,

some
Ingenious advertising
dodge on his own account, and Messrs
Sharpe & Smith never dreamed of
looking for the lost Philip Anson, the

worked

derelict from Johnson's Mews, in tht
Pall Mall hotel, the most luxurious anc
expensive establishment in Loudon.
That afternoon Philip visited th«
Safe Deposit company. He had little
difficulty, of course, in securing a
lie encountered
small strong room,
the wonted surprise at his youth, but
the excellent argument of a banking
account aud the payment of a year's
rent In advance soon cleared the air.
He transferred four of his portmanteaus to tills secure environment. The
fifth was sent to bis hotel. When the
light failed he drove to the East End
and made a round of pawnbrokers'
shops. Although some of the tickets
were time expired, he recovered nearly all his mother's belongings excepting her watch.
The odd coincidence recalled the Inspector's implied promise that be
should receive one as a recognition of

his gallantry.
How remote, how far removed from
each other, the main events in his life
seemed to be at this eventful epoch I

to

|

|

men's.
At the hotel he found the l rench
1 lie in.iu
valet setting forth α shirt.
explained that be required a spare set
of studs and links.
This reminded Philip that there was
still a good deal of shopping to be
done. lie was alwut to leave the room
for the purpose when the valet said:
"Another portmanteau has arrived
for monsieur. Will you be pleased to

Hasn't It, Eliza?"
"But we never let on a word." put
In Mrs. Judd. "We was close as wax.
We told uone of 'em as bow Mr. Judd
went to Olloway that night, did we.
Willy nm?"
"Not us. Ye see, I took a fancy to
ye. If ahr little Johnnie 'ad lived, 'e'd
ha' bin Just your Ige. Fifteen, aren't

unlock it?"
"No." said Philip. "It must remain
untouched." He smiled at the thought
of the sensation his tattered rags and
worn boots would make In that place.
Yet Just a week ago he passed through
the street outside l>ound in the pitiless
rain for Johnson s Mews and lient on

ye?"

At last Philip got him persuaded to
Judd did so
his neighbor.
with an air of mystery that caused the
baldheaded restaurateur to believe
that η burglar was bottled up In tho
greengrocer's cellar.
Once Inside the shop, however, Mr.
Judd's manner changed.
"Wot did I tell yer, Tomklns?" he
summon

suicide.
He walked Into Regent street and
made a number of purchases, not forgetting some books. A double silver
mounted photograph stand caught his
It would hold the two best piceye.
tures he possessed of his father and
mother, so he bought It. He also acquired a dispatch box in which he
could store his valuables, both Jewelry
and documents, for he had quite a
number of receipts, letters and other
things to safeguard now, and he did
not wish servants' prying eyes to examine everything belonging to him.
When alone In hie room he secured

cried elatedly. "Wot, price me as a
Judge of karakter! 'Ere's Mr. Morland
come bac!; to p'y me that nlnepence.
Eh, Tomklns! 'Oo's right now, old
cock ?"

Philip solemnly counted out the money. which he handed to his delighted
backer.
"There wns a bet, too." he Bald.
"Ra-ther!" roared Judd. "Two bob,
Out wl' four bob,
w'lch I've plde.
Tomkins. I.ord lutnme, I'll stand treat
at the George for this!"
"There's something funny In the
khe," growled Tomklns as he rnwlll-

smiled at liim from a beautiful border
of filigree silver. The sight was pleasint to him, soothing to hie full mind.
In her eyes was a message of faith, of
:rust, of absolute confidence In the
'uture.
It was strange that he thought so
lttle of his fatliêr at tills time, but
he truth was that his childhood was
passed so much In his mother's com>auy, and Usay were so inseparable
luring the last two years, that mem>rles of his father were shadowy.
Yet the physiognomist would have
;een that the boy owed a great deal of
ils strength of character and well knit
!rame to the handsome, stalwart man
vhose name he bore.
Philip loved his mother on the compensating principle that persons of opposite natures often have an overpow•ring alllnity for each other. He relembied her neither in features nor In
;he more subtle traits of character.
After α dinner the excellence of

Ingl.v produced

ing

He also Interviewed the manager.
"I want the help of a thoroughly relable solicitor," lie said. "I w isli to
mrchase some property—not vr.luable
property, hut of importance to me.
['an you give me the address oi some

mdeavor'to find out.

"Ί Ι1ΙΙ1

.Yt'ttH'rUHJ,

uu

sum,

,iuu

ICIU

'ood regularlv to η l»oy named Auson,
vho was confined In the prison"—
"Vos." interrupted tlio lady. "I on'y
leard this morn In' thnt he was let
>ut."
"Would you mind telling me who
mid IV hill? I suppose it was paid Τ
"Well, as η matter of fact. It was
iverpald," was the reply. "You see.
he pore lad was remanded for 11 week,
tnd Mr. Judd, a man '00 lives In the
Farrlnpdr.Îî road, kem 'ere an' aranged for 'Is week's Ixtard. Ilav' ye
leard wot 'appened to 'lm?"
Philii>'s heart was In his mouth, hnt
îe manage.l to answer that the hoy

all right; there was no charge
igalnst him. Then he escaped Into

vas

he street. The one man he had forrotten was his greeugrocer frleud.
vho had Indeed acted the part of the
rood Samaritan.
There was some excuse for this, but
he lioy's abounding good nature would
idmlt of none. He hastened to Faringdon road with the utmost speed
md fooqd his fat friend putting up
he shutters of hie shop.
The restaurant next door was open.

?h!lip approached quietly.
"Good evening, Mr. Judd," he said,
inkling out his hand.
"Good evenln', sir," said the green·
rrocer, his eyes revealing not the renotest Idea of the Identity of the smart
roung gentleman who addressed him
ο familiarly.

"Don't you know me, Mr. Judd?"
"Well, sir, I can't exactly bring to
nin'
"I suppose the good fare you pro'lded for me at Ilolloway has so alered my api>earance that you fall to

ecognize

me

again?"

"Wot! Ye don't mean to s'y— 'Ere,
îllza, this young gent is the lad I was
Remanded till Sat•tellln' you of.
trday. you was. I saw in the piper
ast night. Well, there. I'm done!"
Ry this time Philip was inside the
hop, and the stout greengrocer and
lis equally stout spouse were gazing
>pen mouthed at this well dressed
outh who had supplanted the thin
atterdemallon so much discussed by
hem and their neighbors.
Judd and the restaurant keeper were
he only men in the locality who could
laim actual acquaintance with the boy
l'hose strange proceedings as reported
iy tiie newspapers made Loudon gape
udeed, both men had been interviewd by police and reporters mauy times.
:'hcy were living links with the marelous, a pedestal of common stone for
aerial phantasy.
And now here he was back again,
Iresscd like 11 young geutleiuan and
lalling Judd as a valued friend. No
vonder the «reengrocer lost his breath
ml his power of speech.
Rut Philip was smiling at him and
η

alklug.

"You were the one man out of many.
ilr. Judd, who believed In me anil even
tuck up for me wheu you saw me led
hrotiKh the street by a policeman to
I
ιβ Imprisoned on a false charge.
lid not know until an hour ago that
[ was indebted to you for an abunlance of excellent food while I was
remanded iu prison. I will not offer

pressure sooti after 10 o'clock on the
night of the storm.
"Alas," said the scribe, "it did not Indicate where the meteor fell, and not α
policeman, bus driver or railway official can be found who observed anything beyond u phenomenal electrical
display and a violent downpour of
ralu."
That was too close to be pleasant,
and I'hillp was glnd to bear from M.
Foret that the solicitors after telephoning to a«k for some particulars concerning Mr. Anson were giving prompt attention to his Instructions.
"What did you tell them?" asked

Philip.

"I said that you impressed me as the
kind of young gentleman who would
pay well for services given unsparing-

ly"

"Did that

satisfy

them?
Sueh cliente do
ot
abound in these hard times."
Three hours later a letter came for
Philip Anson. Esq., by hand. It was
from the solicitors and read:

"Perfectly.

We ore In receipt of your esteemed Instructions.
Although Saturday is a day
which It Is difficult to do business, we
lost no time In Inspecting the premises In
the Mile End road. accompanied by a
surveyor. We found that the mews stand
approximately on an area of 3.200 superficial feet, while the shop tenanted by
O'Brien has a frontage on the main road
of eighteen feet, with α probable depth
of thirty or thlrty-rtve feet.
The owner
of this shop Is α resident in the neighborhood. and he will accept £4M for the
on

freehold.

We were fortunate In finding the nun·
p.glng director of the Cardiff and Havre
Conl company, limited, at his office. Although the company require tlie mews
for the purp >ie of α depot, they are not
unwilling to sell, with a stipulation that
the premises shall not be use«l by ttr,y
eompetint? company during a p« rlod or
twenty years from the date of transfer.
We stated that the site was required for
u pUlUnthror'" purpose. but the latter
stipulation 1« InMs'.ed on. The prloe asked
Is £2.2·». which we cons! 1er excessive,
there b in* a very Inade-piate approach.
with to ρ #lnt out that
Moreover, v.
O'Brien's shop does not adjoin the mews,
and It would be necessary to purchase
two other houses to make the entire

Intention. They saw him skip rapidly
Philip Immediately wrote:
up the steps lending Into Holism. and
I am greatly obliged by your proinptl
so
forever
London had swallowed him
tucle In the matter of Johnson's M·.we
I Indus* cheek herewith
and the shop.
far as they were concerned.
for £2.8ûu.
The purchase of the other
Ten days later a firm of solicitors
houses can stand over for a few days.
wrote to the greengrocer to Inform
This he dispatched by special mestilin that a client of theirs had acquired
and In a few minutes lie held
the freehold of his house and shop, senger,
which property during the life of ei- a formal receipt.
A telegra::: «.tine for him. It was
ther himself or his wife would be tenfrom Mr. Abingdon.
lntahle free of rent, rates or taxes.
Can see you after 0 at my house.
So Mr. Judd's Investment of nlneThen Philip enjoyed bis »r>t real
pence plus the amount expended on
»atabl°9 at the Royal Star hotel se- breathing space during hours of daycured to him and his wife an annual light. He went by train to the cemerevenue of £175.
tery In which his mother was buried,
And Tomkins never heard tbe last carrying with him η beautiful wreath.
It was a remarkable fact that this
)f it.
whs the first visit be had paid to her
CHAPTER XII
grave. During the «lays of misery and
Κ FOR Κ retiring to rest Philip As- partial madness which followed her
certained Mr. Abingdon'!» Lon- lentil he never lost the delusion that
don address and wrote asking »ier spirit abided with him In the poor
for nn appointment the follow- lwelllng they called "home."
Hence the narrow resting pln<-e beevening.

appreoiiftlon

star. Its titular embellishments were
hie to the warder's gift of humor.
He entered. A woman was knitting
it a cash desk.

situated somewhat to the east of the
Loutlou hospital.
The writer hud actually Interviewed
u member of the stuff of that Institution who ainuseil himself by noting
barometrical vagaries. Ills Instrument
recorded an extraordinary Increase of

a couple of florin*.
"I was sure you would see tho Joke
property α compact on·.
at on« e." said Philip. "Goodby, Mr.
However, adhering to the letter of your
Judd. Goodby, ma'am. You will hear Instructions, we have pleasure In Inr innthat the two properties can be
from me without fall within a fort- ing you
acquired, with very little delay, for £2.·ύ<).
night."
The legal and other charges will not exHe was gone before they realized ills ceed £150. We trust, ctc.

was in nowise diminished by
011 hie part he unnek of
lertook a pilgrimage of curiosity to
which he had previously determined
ο devote the evening.
He wondered unceasingly to whom
ie was Indebted for the good moals he
md enjoyed in prison. Now he would

A hansom took hlui to Ilollowaj.
jut the first efforts of the driver failed
:o discover the whereabouts of the
Royal Star hotel.
At last Philip recollected the ward»r's added direction—"opposite."
lie dismissed the cab and walked to
he prison entrance. Directly In front
le saw a small restaurant called the

you tbe money you «peut.

But I do want to pay you the nineWould you mind
pence I borrowed.
asking the proprietor of the restairant
to stop in hero for « moment? Don't
eay I am present I wish to avoid a
crowd, you know."
Judd bad time to collect his scattered
Ideas during this long speech.
"Blow the nlnepence!" he cried
"Wot's nlnepence for the treat I've
'nd?
People I never set eyes on In
my life afore kem 'ere an' bought tabblges or taters or mebbe n few plums,
an' then they'd stawt, 'Mr. Judd,
wasn't it yoti as stood a dinner to the
boy king of diamonds?' That's wot
they christened yer,- sir. Or It's: 'Mr.
Judd, cahu't yer tell us w'ere that
young Morland lives? Surely yer know
sumn.at abalit 'in» or yer wouldn't hev
paid 'is bill.' Oh, it 'ns bin a beano!

And the curious thing was that he
felt In no sense awed by the possession
of thousands of pounds and the tenancy of palatial chambers In a groat
hotel. His career had been too checkered, Its recent developments too stupendous, to cause him any undue emoExistence for the hour was u
tion.
species of well drdered dream, In which
Imagination was untrammeled save by
the need to exercise his wits in order
to keep the phantasy within the bounds
not of his own brain, but of other

s'hlch

reruiiil

My gratitude will take «tnotlier form,
whldb you will learn iu a few days.

the album and locked that special portmanteau again, after stowing therein
the letter found beneath Mrs. Anson's
pillow. Soon his mother's dear face

course

person."
"I hope the clerk

As lie went westward in a nansom ne
could hardly bring himself to believe
that barely twenty-four hours hud
elapsed since he traveled to the Mile
End road in company with Mrs. Wrlg-

ley.

ln^er®®

η

tain.

The Seamy Side of Farming.
I was interested in the article in your
paper a few weeks ago of the man from
the country that bought a book on agriculture, or something of the kind pertaining to the country, of the proprietor
of the book store. He would like a
farm with hills, woods and lake and
other things that make country life
pleasant. He would be orderly in and
out of doors, would not allow the cobwebs to collect in the barn, etc.
He would find it a great deal easier to
keep a store clean than a barn full of
stock and horses, with several acres of
hoed crops to care for, potato bugs, cabworms, currant

I

...

DIAMONDS.
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'The KING of

|

hotel, nnd did not forget to cross
it "ac. payee."
The clerk watched him wltfc an
amazement too acute for words, we
produced the register and Philip signed
his name. lie was given a receipt for
the payment on account, and then
tbe

known to you?"
M. Foret named a reputable Arm In
:he locality.
''They may refer to y >u," added
Philip. "Of course I do not ask you to
( lay more than th.it 1 am staying hero,
I Hit the point is I do not wish you to
)ne

my age."
"Will you not see them, then?"
"No. I will endeavor t.> conduct the
vhole business by post."
The manager laughed.
"You certainly are the coolest young
1 rentlemnn I ever met. However, Mr.
luson, It may please you to know that
; 'our bank gave you the best jf recommendations. I will say so to auy( nention

j tody."

So Philip first drafted
«pied the following letter:

and

then

Dear Sir·—M. Foret, of tills hotel, has
me yotir names ft· a Arm likely to
I
certain negotiations for me.
1 vaut to
purchaso a small property In the
tie
Eml
road, known a· Johnson's
dews, also a shop near the entnnce to
he mews, tenanted by a marine store
lealer nam«nl O'Brien. The mews 11 owned
1 »y the Cardiff and Havre Coal com1 >any, limited. I do not know who owns
he shop. I wish to acquire theje propirtles for a philanthropic purpose, but I
, im most desirous that my name should
I propose,
1 lot figure in the transaction
1 herefore. when you have ascertained the
irloe, which should be at the earliest
KiHslble moment, to pay to your credit the
You can hnve the
amount.
1 efiulslte
1 iropertles transferred to any nominee
rou choose and again transferred to me.
:
ilndly add your costs, etc.. to the pur:hase price.
My movements aro somevhat uncertain, so please send all comnunicatlons by Utter. It will be an obllratton and lead to future business If you
ittend to this matter tomorrow morning,
PHILIP ANSON.
four» faithfully,

ftven

{ ransact

neath the green turf lu no way appealed to him. But now that a succession
if extraordinary external events had
restored the balance of his mind he
realized that she was really dead and
buried; that what he rever.-d as her

was In truth a fragrant memory:
that he would be nearest to lier mort I
remains when standing In the remote
writer of the burial ground allotted to
llie poorest of the poor—those removed
by one degree from pauperdom aud a

spirit

parish grave.

It happened by mere chance that
since Mrs. Alison's funeral no one had
been interred on one side of the small
space purchase 1 for her. There wero
three vacant pl"ts here, and a surprised official told Philip there would
lie no difficulty l\i acquiring these for
the purpose of erecting a suitable monument.

The bov tilled lu the necessary forms
there and then. It was some consolation to know that he could perpetuate
her memory in thh way. though ho
tiul formulated another projet which
should keep her name revered through
the ages.

J

j

[TO

HE

CONTIKL'IlD.I

]

Absentmlnded 'Gator·.
Λii «>M colored >ii;iti who ls devoutly
religious returned to Brooklyn recently froiu il tri;» to Florida. Ms birthplace, and told his employer alnuit a
narrow escape he had bad from η η
Knowing of the religious
alligator.
real of the darky, the employer sought
to test his f.ilth.
"What were you afraid of an alligator for?" he ask»-d him. "Don't you
know that the Lord will take care of
you? Of course you know the story
of Jonah and the whale. The whale
swallowed Jonah, but Jonah came out

He did not compose this letter withThe "philan, >ut considerable trouble.
| hroplc purpose" be had already decid, ed upon, but he thought It wa? rather
, 'lever to refer to the possibilities of
<
'future business."
Α β for the double transfer, he disj lnctly
remembered, copying letters
, leaiing with several such transactions
it the time of (he coal company's conversion into a limited liability eon-

Simplicity's Saving Grace.
"I like simplicity," said the statesman.
"Simplicity saves us a lot of

J

j

( ern.

He was early to bed, and his rest
ras not disturbed by dreams. He rose
| ong lieforc the ordinary residents,
] "deferring his breakfast, he walked to
fleet street and purchased copies of
noruing and evening papers for the
vhole of the week.
He could thus enjoy the rare luxury
: if seeing himself as others saw him.
Ie read the perfervid descriptions of
ho scene in court and found himself
■ariousiy described as "pert," "mas1 erful," "imperious." "highly Intelli! gent," "endowed with a thin veneer of

1 ducatlon"

and "affected."

Philip could afford to laugh at the
1 infavornble epithets.
Up to the age of

hlrteen he had been trained lu a first
•ate iycee, and his work was supervis1 ai by bis mother,a woman of very great
French as well as
He
J :ulture. and spokeboth
admirably. He
English
spoke
' mew some Greek and Latin, was well
1 idvauced in arithmetic and had a spe1 ïlal
penchant for history and g«;og·
1 ■aphy.

It was In the glowing articles which
his imprisonment that
1 ie took the keenest interest.
Oddly

1

ipitcared during

1

mougb,

one

ingenious correspondent

I dundered on to a clew. Gifted with an
1 malytical mind, he had reasoned that
1 be diamond laden meteor fell during
1 he extraordinary storm of the lOtli.
1 ind the meteorological depart meut in
flctorla street helped hl:n by diMcrlbI ng the center of the disturbance as

all safe enough."
The darky shook his head dubiously. "Yes, boss. I knows about Jonah."
he said. "but. then, you see. a whale's
got a mem'ry. A alilgatah ain't got
If η 'gatah swallows you
no mem'ry.
he won't think no mo* about you."—
New York Press.

trouble too.
"Two men met in front of the Rlank
hotel the other day and fell into a |»oIltical argument. They were ordinary,
everyday sort of m<-n. but one of theui
had an extraordinary flow of polysyllabic language. lie talked half an
hour, and his companion listened In a
daze.
"'And now,' the

speaker pompously

concluded, 'perhaps you will coincide

with me.'
"The other's face brightened tip.
"
'Why. yes. Thanks, old mau.' he
answered heartily, moving toward the
"
barroom door. Ί don't care If I do.'
Six and Half

a

Dozen.

of
cobbler's
"Pennyworth
please, sir," said the tiny boy

wax,
he
stretched his hand to a level with the
a9

counter.
"Wouldn't shoemaker's wax do as
well?" ask«»d the facetious shopman.
"Don't know," replied the small boy,
"but I'll ask pa."
Five minutes later he was back again
with the announcement that shoemaker's wax would do all right The shopman

grinned.

"And did your pa tell you what the
difference was?" he asked.
"Yes, sir," said the little boy. "He
said there's the same difference as between you and a donkey."
Though small, the child was intelligent. and he made a record sprint for
the door.—I^ondou Tit-Bits.
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ATWOOD

FORBES,

&

Editor· ud

Puis Hill.

Proprietor·.
A. E. rOKBU.

UlOMt M. ATWOOD.

Flsat Baptist Church. Bev. K. O. Taylor, pastor
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 a. M. Sunday
Sabbath Evening Service at
School at 12 M.
7 30 p. M. T. P. S. C. E. Tuesday evening.
evening at 7 30. CoveThursday
Prayer Meeting
nant Meeting the last Friday oefore the 1st
Sunday of the month at 2 30 r. u. AU not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Unlversallst Church, Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker,
Pastor. Preaching service every Sunday at 10:45
A. M. Sunday School at 11:45.

Term· —<1.50 a year if paid strictly la advance
Otherwise $iM a jeu. Single copie· 4 cent·
All legal advertisement!
AOTSBTUSMXim:
•re given three connective Insertion· for $1.3<
per Inch In length of column. Special contracti
made with local, transient and yearly advertla
—

era.

—New type, fast presse·, electrlt
power, experienced workmen and low prioet
combine to make this department of oar buai
leu complete and popular.

Jo» Puirmo

The annual meeting of the Univere-

aliet

parish,

for the choice of

officers,

etc., will be held at the church Tuesday
evening of this week at 7:30.
IIH6LS COPIES.
The annual meeting of the Oxford
Single Copie· of the Democrat are four cento
Association will be held at Paris
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by Baptist
the publishers or for the convenience of patroni Hill Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 25
on

jingle copie· of each laeue bave been placed
sale at the following μ Lace* In the County :
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
South Pari·,
Noye·' Drug Store.
Norway,
stone'· Drug Store·
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Buckdeid,
Mr·. Harlow, Post Office.
Pari· Hill,
Samuel T. White.
Weet Pari·,

and 26.
A gift received last year of odd numbers of magazines to complete files for
binding, encourages The Taris Hill
Library Association to make known
their similar wants this year. Any one
of the following numbers will be gratefully received:

F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

Coming Event*.

Scrtbner's for January, 1903.
Scrlbner's for January and April, 1904.
Scrlbncr's for June, 1900.
Century for June, 1904.
St. Nicholas for May, 1904.
Uutlng for January. February, March,
May and September, 1903.
outing for April, 190·.!.

Sept. 17,18,19.—Oxford County Fair
Sept. 24, 25, 29.—Androecoggln Valley fair, Can
ton.

Sept. 25, Λ>·—Annual meeting of Oxford Baptist
Association, Paris Hill.
Oct. 1.—Oxford Pomona Grange, otlslield.
Oct-1, t, 3.—West Oxford Fair. Fryeburg.
Oct. 2,3.—North Oxford fair, Andover.
NSW

The Universalist Circle last Tuesday
evening was well up to the standard of
excellence maintained duriug the sumThe entertainment consisted of a
mer.
piano solo by Miss Olive Thompson,
readings by A. E. Morse and violin selections by Mr. James Thompson.
Hallie Knickerbocker, proprietor of
tbe "Dairy Lunch," closed his camp last
week and returned to Arlington.
Mrs. J. K. Brinckle, who has been
spending some weeks here with her
mother, Mrs. Julia Brown, returned to
her home in Wilmington, Del., Monday.
Miss Agnes Brown, who has beeD
visiting in Wilmington, Del., has returned.
Miss Taylor of Minneapolis is a guest
at Elmhurst.
Charles E. Case closed his summer
home here Thursday and returned with
his family to Plainfield, N. J.
Mr. Edward D. Noyes, cashier of the
Canal Bank of Portland, put in a week's
end at Old Brick. He was entertained
by bridge at The Green Door Saturday

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Oxford County
Opportunities.
Special Sale or Plush Robes.
Fall and Winter Clothing.
Horse and Cattle Remedies
Manufacturer's Demonstration ami Sale.
Fair

Come to the Fair.
Dr. Austin Tenney.

Many People.

Wanted.
Notice.
Myron H. Watson.
Horses for Sale.
2 Petitions for Discbarge.
Bankruptcy Notice.
Parker's Hair Balsam.

County Fair.

Race Entries at

TEAB OLD CLASS, TROT AMD PACK, Pl'RSK $75
May Dew, b. t, by Ambulator, Charles I. Fogg
Norway.
Barrett, br. colt, by Westland, Mrs. Emma Bar

2

rett, Barrett.

Northland Artless, b. f., by Northland Arthur
Wa. Gregg, An<lover.
ch. f„ by Prince Wilkes, R. L. Cummlngs
West Paris.
ch. b, by Prince
West Paris.

3

YKAH

Wilkes, R. L. Cuiumlnge

OLl) CLASS, TROT

evening.

PACK, PUH8E $100
American Law. Ρ

Leslie Bennett and narold Cole returned to University of Maine Sunday.
Mrs. Mary B. Carter and Misses Julia
and Dorothea Carter returned Saturday
Miss
to their home in Montclair, N. J.
Julia Carter will be employed this winter in the New York Public Library and
Miss Dorotnea will enter Swarthmore

AND

American Clilines, b. g., by
F. Ripley. Pari·.
Northland Direct, blk. β., by Directum Kelly
Wm. Uregg, Andover.
Northland Richard, b. ·., by Dlrectote Kelly
Wm. Gregg, Andover.
Sable Princess, bik. f.. by El Sable, Hall Λ
Young, Bethel.
2:30 CLASS. TROT AND PACK, PURSE $10O.
El Capltan. b. g., Pine Tree Stable, Lewlston.
Jeonnle Mc. b. in Pine Tree Stable, Lewlston
Hiram, b. g., R. O. Jordan, Buckfield.
Jordan, b. g.. Geo. S. Record, Bucktleld.
Walter G., br. g., W. G. Morse, Rumford Fall·
Benone, ch. g., Β. H. Bis bee. East Sumner.
Star, blk., James Cook, Oxford.
Kate Cole. b. m., Geo. A. Cole. Norway.
Speedway, b. g.. F. B. Fogg. South Paris.
Northland Boston, b., Wm. Gregg, Andover.
Jim, R. O. Jordan, Buckdeld.
Adam D.. b. g., T. Thayer, South Pari·.
Bayard Wilkes, b. s., W. B. Twaddle, Bethel.
Count Direct, blk. s.. W.J. Wheeler, South Paris
Smlthfleld Girl, b. in., N. J. Foes, Cornish.
Actress, ch. m., Ε. A. Brown, Groveton, Ν. Η.
Mavblrd, rn. s., H B. Knapp, Canaan, Vt.
Mortimer, b.·., I. M. Richardson, Littleton, Ν. II
McDonald, sor. g., I. M. Richardson, Littleton
N. U.
lOuUi. en.

κ » υ-

Belle Candor,
N. H.

College.

1

nuecuiwfti i^auiaoïcr» »■«. **·
b. m.. D. Roeebrook, Lancaster

Prince, ch. g., C. S. George, Montliello.
•1 $U ÇLASS, Τ KO I AND l'ACK, PL'HSK $-00.
The Lover, b. s., Pine Tree Stable, Lewleton.
Le lia W like·, b. m., F. O. Walker, Rumfon
Kall·.
American Law, b. s .J. F. How land. South Paris
Baroness Hugeuot, Mk. m J. B. Robinson, Ox
ford.
Wm. Gregg, Andover.
Northland Ajax. br.
Northland Logic, ch. ·., Win. Gregg. Andover.
Rills* Boone, blk g.. F. B. Fogg, South Parle.
Viucen Inez. br. ni., C. Burrlll, Oakland.
Or. Keen®, b. g., N. J. Foes, Cornish.
Idolotan, b. β., H. B. Knapp, Canaan, Vt.
Ashland Chluiee. b. β., Ë. A. Brown, Groveton
Ν. H.
Warwick Bo~, ch. β., Ira P. Woodbury, Water
vllte.
Maggie Truce, b. m., Ira P. Woodbury, Water
rah.
Greenwood, ch g., C. 8. George, Montlcello.
Paeatae. Jr., b. g, C. S. George, Montlcello.

î "23 CLASS. TROT AND PACK, PCRSS #Α·0.
El Galo, b. g.. Pine Tree Stable, Lewlston.
Prince Henry Westland, b. g., Georges. Record
Bucktleld.
The Commodore, ch. g., Z. W. Morse, Rumfon
Falls.
Joe Wheeler, ch. s., Fred Tib bette, Rumfon
Falls.
Donald Boone. blk. g James Pledge, Norway.
Baroness Hugenot, blk. m., J. B Robinson. Ox
fonl.
American Law, b. s., J. F. HowUnd, South Paris
Northland Ajax. br. ·., Wm. Gregg, Andover.
Northland Logic, ch. m.. Wm Gregg, Andover
ZlUs Boone, blk. g., F. B. Fogg, South Paris.
Dr. Ide, b. s„ N. J. Foes, Cornish.
Batcher Boy, b. g., N. J. Foes, Cornish
Ashland Chimes, b. s„ Ε. F. Brown, Groveton
Ν. H.
Islander, ch. ·., 1. M. Richardson, Littleton, Ν

Η.
Warwick Boy, ch. s., Ira P. Woodbury, Water
vllte.

Maggie Truce,

b. m., Ira P.

Woodbury, Water

Greenwood, ch. g., C. 9. George, Montlcello.
Prince, ch g„ C. S. George, Montlcello.
2 :35 CLASS, ΤΚΟΓ AMD PACK, PCRSK $150.
El Capltan. b. g., Pine Tree Stable, Lewleton.
Jennie Mc., b. m.. Pine Tree Stable. Lewlston.

Hiram, b. g.. R. O. Jordan, Bucktleld.
Jordan, b. g, Geo. S. Record, Bucktleld.
Rattler G^b. g., R. D. Waltt, Lewlston.
Walter G., br. g., W G. Morse, Rumford FalU.
Benone, ch. g., Β. H. Blsbee, East Sumner.
Star, Mk. m„ James Cook, Oxford.
Kate Cole, b. ui, Geo. A Cole. Norway.
Speedway, b. g., F. B. Fogg. South Parle.
Belle Trlno, blk. m., P. C. Mc A Ulster, Oxford.
Northland Bonton, b., Wm. Gregg, Andover.
Jim, R. O. Jordan. Bucktleld.
Adam D., T. Thayer, South Parle.
Smith tleld Girl, b. in., N. J. Foee, Cornish.
Mayblrd, rn. ·., H. B. Knapp. Canaan, Vt.
Actreee, ch. m., Κ. F. Brown. Groveton. Ν. H.
McDonald, sor. g., 1. M. Richardson, Littleton
Ν H.
Mortimer, b. e., I. M. Richardson, Littleton,Ν. Η
Lou Dillon, M, b. m., B. Defoe, Stewartetown
Ν. Η.
Belle Candor, b. m., D. Rosebrook, Lancaster
Ν. Η.
Tonal, ch. g., D. Roecbrook, Lancaster. N. H.
Prince, ch. g., C. S. Gorge, Montlcello.

a -f7 class, tkot and pack, pcrsk $aw.
Weetern Chimes, b. g., R. O. Jonlan. Bucktleld
Prince Henry Weetlanl, b. g.. Geo. S. Record
Bucktleld.
Rattler G., b. g.. R. D. Waltt, Lewleton.
TL· Commodore, ch. g., Z. W. Morse, Rumfon
Falls.
Joe Wheeler, ch. s., Fred Tlbbetta, Rumfon!
Falls.
Walter G., b. g„ W. G. Morse, Rumfonl Falls.
Donald Boone, blk. g.. Jamee Pledge, Norway.
Star. blk. m., James Cook, Oxford.
Northland Bonton. 0., Wm. Gregg. Andover.
Sable Prince, blk. s.. Hall Λ Young, Bethel.
Dr. Ide, b. ·.. N. J. Fose, Cornish.
Butcher Boy, b- g., N. J. Fom, Cornish.
Islander,ch. ·., I. M. Rlchanleon, Lltt'eton.N. H
Lou Dillon, id, b. m., B. Defoe. Stewartstown,
Ν. H.
Prince·· Pugh, b. m., Ira P. Woodbury, Water
ville.
Prince, ch. g., C. S. George, Montlcello·
FOR-ALL, TROT AND PACK, PCKSK $iM.
Brownett. br. m.. Pine Tree Stable, Lewleton.
A le lay mont, br. g-, H. S. Hastings, Newrj
Corner.
Lou Foster, br. m., R. D. Waltt, Lewlston.
Lella Wllk··, b. m., F. O. Walker, Rnmfori
Fall·.
Ravenna Wllkee. b. m., I. R. Morrill, Brunawlck
Northland Ajax, br. ·., Wm. Gregg. Andover.
J. W. E.. blk. g., C. Hanson, Presque Nie.
Dr. Keene, b. g., N. J. Foes, Cornish.
Sallmae, b. g E. F. Brown. Groveton. N. H.
Claymoe. b. g., H. B. Knapp, Canaan, Vt.
Idonton. b. ·.. H. B. Knapp. Canaan. Vt.
Greenwood, ch. g., C. S. George, MorUcello.
Paaacaa, Jr., b. g C. S George, Montlcello.
ΡΚΚΚ

The bodj of Ray Hutchine, aged 17,
found in Wilson stream, a mile and
a half from Cheeterville station, on th<
Sth. The boy had been miaaing aboat
two weeka, and the body gave ovidenc«
of having been in the water about that
time. Hia bicycle waa found ia th<
stream some distance above. Hutch ins
waa with Harvey A. Searlee when th<
latter ahot hie wife and hia brother, and
hia death will materially affect th<
state's case against Searlee, who ia now
awaiting trial. It ia aaid that young
Hutchine waa much worried over hia
poeitlon, and aome think hia death ia a
wu

caae

of suicide, while

at fonl

ground

aome

have hinted

Kimball C. Atwood and son of Oradell,
N. J., are visiting relatives here during
the fair.
Jarvis Thayer and H. L. Scribner attended the fair at Sherbrooke, Quebec,
last week.
The village school is closed this week
for the fair.
Daniel Winslow is to make a trip to
Orr's Island this week.
The Misses Phelps-Stokes are to
occupy the Atwood house this week.
The Atwood family have moved to Mr.
Case's white house, formerly the Forbes

'"μγ.Ί. W. Burnham,

eye

Massachusetts, has been

«dMrs. Fred

specialist of
in town the

Chandlef of South

Paris spent Thursday night in Bethel.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Bowler were due
in Portland Friday on their return from
Jamestown, and a despatch awaited Mr.
Bowler announcing the death of
father at his home in Palermo, Me.
W. K. Woodbury, wife and daughter,
arrived at Mr. J. U. Purington s Friday.
Thursday the Ladies" Club met with
Mrs. E. Whitney, and after the programme had been given dainty refreshments were served in honor of Mrs.
$paulding of Lancaster, Ν. H., who
the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Mr. Arthur Coburn bar gone to Boston to work on the electric road.
Schools in town opened Monday.
Tuesday the academy opened with a
large number of pupils.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Bryant had the
misfortune to be thrown from
riage last Monday evening as they were
driving home from the village. In the (

whlt°®y:

their^car-

d,?r<5.'»! «Si?» £&
will
"S? ifnWeraallet churchsoveral
Snndav Sept.
and

S

lôth,

Rev'.

■»' w

re-open
weeks
after
Mr. Parkhurst will

°CMrefa N^Gteason

and daughter are
to visit relatives in New \ ork.
The academy lias a new music teacher,
Miss Elsie Hall, and her many friends
congratulate her upon the honor of be
ing added to the membership of Gould

Academy faculty.
The corn shop opened Friday.
middle intervals.

α Π Powers of Newry has been doing
work for Frank Russell.
Mildred Farwell, after a pleasant visit
here among relatives, has returned to
her home in Portland.
Lena Farwell and sister Eva
j
ing school again at East Bethil and
some mason

"ΛΪ®

North Bethel.
/
Mrs. Rich of Milan, Ν. Π., has been
with her father, Wm. Brown.
Miss

Emily Dudley,

who

hasι

been

visiting friends at Outlook Farm, has re
turned to her home in Somerville, Mass.
Mrs. Mary Day (nee Flint) with her
►brother's wife, Mrs. Frank E.
cently called on her old school teacher,
Ellen P. Kimball.

inMre.tlAlbert

Mrs.

Day

Flint,^re-

now

lives

R. Foster of Boston has
returned to her home after a pleasant
stav at her summer cottage here.
Mr. and Mrs. O. L. Stone and farni y
of Norway have been at her old home on
a vacation with her parents, Mr. and

Mrs. Charles Abbott.

Mrs. Sarah Farwell of bast Bethel has
been with her son and family, Mr. and
Mrs Wm. Farwell.
Mr S C. Knight of Bridgton has been
here with his extracts and medicines.
Dr. and Mrs. F. Π. Packard of \\ est
place.
Paris recently called on his aged mother,
to
returned
has
James
Mr.
Thompson
Mrs. L. B. Packard.
Boston. Mr. Thompson will do graduMrs. C. C. Bryant was recently thrown
ate work at Harvard this year.
from her carriage and her shoulder
Mrs. Albert E. Davies is visiting
quite seriously injured.
friends in Augusta.
John Coolidge has been working on
Mrs. J. P. Thompson and Miss Olive the
Maple and Pine Farm.
Thompson spent two days in Portland
last week.
West Bethel.
Misses Helen and Josie Cole have re"By ialr summer's reuulcm sung,
Dame
Nature's plaintive tongue,
Bv
turned to Gorham Normal School.
Bv the sobbing of the rain,
K. A. Shurtleff A Co. will close their
that join the strain,
our
hearts
By
store on Wednesday and Thursday of
By the joys we would recall M
\Ve
note
the
and
Saturand
on
coming of the fail.
this week,
Friday
open

■

day.

Daniel Winslow gave a tea at the
"Green Door," Friday.
Mrs. Ernest Shaw has been quite sick
for the past week. Her mother, Mrs.
H. P. Hammond, is with her.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Monk and Mr.
Fred Monk visited their cousin, Mrs. H.
P. Hammond, quite recently.

Bryant's Pond.
Ο. C. Houghton, Esq of Framingham,
Mass., is stopping at Mrs. Flora Cole's.
Ansel Dudley was called by telegram
Thursday to Redlands, Cal., where his
wife is quite ill.
Capt. Adams of the ship Geo. B. Mil-

ler has been at home this week. He rea good business for his vessel.
H. M. Estes is working for I. A.Hall
putting in stone on the shore line of his
land and making other improvements.
M. M. Hathaway is clerking for An-

ports

He etiII, hh I heart! And cease repining;
Behind the clouds Is the sun atlll uhlnlng;
Thy fate is the common fate W all,
Into each life some rain must fall.
Some days muet be dark and dreary.

The talked of lawn party

—Longfellow.

failure.
Corn needs two weeks of warm and
pleasant weather in which to ripen.
G. L. Allen and wife have returned to
their home in Kennebunk.
The drouth is ended, but grasshoppers are still lively and ravenous.
Wesley Dennis has left the mill, and is
working for H. W. Dennison & Co.
Edgar Parwell was visited this week
by a sister from Old Orchard.
John Murphy is still a rheumatic
sufferer, and unable to work.
Elbert Briggs is visiting his sister and
brother in South Paris, and will attend
the county fair.
J. P. Eastman visited friends in this
village last week. He was station agent
was a

sel Dudley.
Work clearing the hotel lot will be hero twenty years ago, but now resides
in Massachusetts.
commenced Sept. 16.
A traveling company of about a dozen
Ε. B. Davis has just received at this
station 500 barrels which he bought in have given entertainments in Bell's Hall
cost him twenty-five six evenings, which have been quite well
Bethel.

They

Mr. Davis is one of the attended. They go from here to West
this year, his apple crop is Milan, Ν. H.
A number from this vicinity have been
fine.
Samuel B. Frost has returned to Togus. blueberrying on the mountains of Mason
Hie daughter, Mrs. Dollie Carroll, has and Albany during the past week, and
returned to her position as teacher in met with very good success. They are
still said to bo quite plentiful.
Franklin, Mass.
Edwin Andrews is making an addition
East Waterford.
to hie stable and intends to go into the
The remains of Mrs. Bianca, widow of
business.
livery
S. C. Knight of Bridgton was in town Jeremiah Foster, wore brought to Elmcemetery for Interment the 7th. Her
Wednesday selling medicines. He is a vale was
87 years, 9 months. She leaves
manufacturer and also wholesales on the age
in
road. He has been in the business for four children, Newell, at whose home
44 years, and since 1803 has traveled over Mechanic Falls ehe died, Mrs. Mabel
the country selling bis remedies, one of Blaisdell of Tacoma, Wash., Fred of Oxhis specialties being Knight's opodeldoc. ford, and Mrs. Gusta Record of Auburn.
Charles Pulsifer of Mechanic Falls was She was born on Temple Hill, being the
in town Tuesday in company with the daughter of Stephen and Laurinda (Wilkin·) Lovojoy.
administrator of Mrs. Pulsifer's estate.
Mrs. Mandana Miller and Mrs. Fred
Our station agent, M. E. Williams,
Ν.
and wife and son, are at Canaan,
H., Lovejoy of Massachusetts remained at
called there by the serious illness of Mr. G. A. Miller's until Thursday.
L. D. Pride, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Williams' mother.
The Rostell Co. left here Thursday for Walker, and Misses Lydo and Melvina
West Paris. They will play here again Green are camping this week at Iogalls
in a few weeks on their return from the Grove in Bridgton.
William McGorman is in Ellsworth to
eastern part of the country.
see his sister who is very ill.
Oxford.
Quite a number from hero attended
Bolster's Mills Tuesday.
The village schools opened Monday, Pomona at
report a most excellent meeting.
Sept. 9th, with the following teachers: They
Mrs. G. A. Miller's sister, Mrs. Hattie
Mr. Stuart of Richmond is principal of
of Pittefield, and niece, Mrs Effie
the high school, Miss Perkins assistant; Greene,
of North Hartland, are visitiog
Mrs. Hunt, intermediate; Mrs. Emmons, Grant,
her.
cents

lucky

each.

ones

primary.

Horace Smith of Texas, who belonged to the 17th Maine Regiment, joined T. A. Roberta Post, Q. A. R., Saturday afternoon. An entertainment was
given to the post by the W. R. C., music,
There were
a Hag drill by girls, etc.
speeches by the comrades. RefreshMrs. Smith has
ments were served.
joined the Relief Corps.
has
Bessie Newport
gone to Gorham
to attend the normal school. A party
in her honor was given by Owena Wbyte
Saturday evening at the house of her
uncle, Mr. John Robinson.
Miss Freeman of Boston is visiting
Mrs. Frank Keene.
Charles McKinnon died Sunday, Sept.
8th, at the hospital in Lewiston. He
was brought home for burial and his
funeral was held at the Congregational
church Wednesday, Rev. Mr. Newport
officiating. The Knights of Pythias and
the Odd Follows, of which orders he was
He leaves a widow
a member, attended.
and one child, a daughter.
A men's club met at the CongregaThe
tional chapel Sunday afternoon.
subject for this meeting was: "Some of
and
the benefits of a common
high
school education." The object of the
the
some
of
discuss
club is to
questions
of the day in an informal manner.
Geo. Hawkes is suffering from a fall
fnd injuries received from one of his
Mr.

Hiram.
Mr. Marshall L. Wadsworth of Gree-

ley, Colorado, is visitiog his brothers,
Edwin R. and Llewellyn A. Wadsworth.
Their old home, the Col. Charles Wadsworth farm, was recently sold to Lewis
L. Files of Gorham. It is worthy of
note that in 1818, Gen. Peleg Wadsworth, while surveying lots on the

laat of last week.
At the week of the Sherbrooke fair
Mrs. Dexter Gray spent several days
with friends there.
The cranberry bog belonging to Mrs.
Marietta Fuller is a busy place theee
days. For ten dayaor more a crew of
20 to 30 people, mostly women and
children, have been picking an average
from 20 to 25 buahela of berriea a day.
It is expected to finish picking this
week.
Mr. and Mrs. C. 6. Morton, who were
made happy a week ago by the "birth of
a nice daughter, bave named her Helen.
The Baptist people here are rejoicing
over the return of their
pastor, Mr.
Samuel Evans, who has resumed his
pastorate here at the Free Baptist

church.

After reaching Boston Frank Hook decided to return here again with his aunt,
Mrs. F. S. Farnum, to stay a while

longer.

AH three of the school teachers are
boarding at C. F. Bard en's.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Hammond are
working a part of tbe time for R. L.

Cumroings.

is
Helen York of Biddeford
a vacation of two weeks with
relatives in this vicinity.
Miss Laura Willis has withdrawn from
Parie High School and is at home on account of ill health.
Miss Ethel M. Howe has gone to
Mchanic Falls where she has the position of assistant^tcacher under Miss Ruby
Smith of Bethel.
Miss Minnie Stevens has remained in
Massachusetts where she has a position
in a shoe shop.
from
Thomas Jackson
Brownton,
Minn., is visiting his brother, W. S.
Jackson, and other relatives in this
Miss

spending

present,

Webb, daughter
Webb, who has been at work in Lewishas
ton,
resigned her position for a better one in Augusta.

Sept. 9th, as Elmer Tuell of West
Paris was on bis way from that place to
Redding he lost his pocketbook contain·
ing quite a large snm of money. It was
fonnd and returned to him by Leroy

honesty is

Rainy weather for the Bethel fair.
Lin Briggs and family of Weet Paria |
called on friends in this place Sunday.
Mary Stevens

Mrs.

grandson,

and

and Lewiston.
Word has been received here of the
death of Mrs. Levonia B. Murdock, at
the home of her sister, Mrs. Emily
Sayrs, in Chenoa, 111. Mrs. Murdock was
a daughter of Deacon David and Cynthia
Farrar of this place, and was 82 years of
age. She came to Buckfield from Salem,
Mase., with her former husband, Deacon
Henry Bangs, about 24 years ago. After
the death of Mr. Bangs in 1801 she was
married to Deacon Edson Murdock, who
died in 1807. A little more than a year
ago she accompanied her sister to her
home in Illinois where she has since
lived. She was a faithful and lifelong
member of the Baptist church in this
and other places. The funeral occurred
Saturday, Sept. 7.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Spaulding both
sustained injuries by being upset from a
wagon to the rear of which was attached
The cow became frightened by
a cow.

Bankrupt's

Rafe I

Don't think that all the sights are at the Fair
Grounds for they are not, you should not miss this

great opportunity in seeing our extensive line of
Suits, Coats, Furs, Children's Dresses, Dress Goods,

J

Every department is crowded with new things

Etc.

By our
just from the importer and manufacturer.
ciiain of stores and close buying we are able to sell

Discharge.

Petition for

Id the matter of
DUFFY BEAUDETTE,

of

Maine,

permitting.

Mrs. W. L. Harlow is at Lewiston the
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Edson MerLovell.
rill.
The funeral of Mrs. Uarcia C., wife of
Mr. and Mrs. James Usher of Norway
Elwell Andrews, of this town, was atand Mrs. Emma Bonney were at S. M.
tended from her late home on
Sunday.
forenoon, ber death having taken place Bonney's
The teacher in the Allen District, Miss
Monday following an operation for Edwards, boards at 0. D. Warren's.
appendicitis on the previous Saturday.
Miss Ladd boards at Fred Cooper's
The services were conducted by Rev. J.
and Miss Bragg at Lorena Winslow's.
W. Card, pastor of the Christian church,
Misses Ethel Pearson and Daisy Briggs
of which the deceased was a member.
went to South Paris Monday and bad
There was a large number present, both
some teeth extracted.
friends of this town and of Fryeburg,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Buck and Bertincluding Julian Rebekah Lodge, of rand went to Redding Sunday to visit
which she was a member. Her loss will
Mrs. John Foster.
be deeply felt not only in the home bnt
Allie Elwood, Warren and Blanche
in the church, neighborhood and among
Buck attend the High School at Bucka large circle of relatives and frienda.
field.
Jessie A. Chapman went Saturday to
Sanford, Me., where she has a situation
North Stonehara.
school.
as assistant in the

stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and tne seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 14th day of Sept.,
A. D. 1907.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
rL.S.]
A true copy of peUUon and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY,Clerk.

Bankrupt's

day.

Levi Butters has moved from the Hilton McAllister place back to East Stoneham.
Carl Eeniston of Lovell visited his
grandfather, Wm. Gammon, last week.
W. W. Durgin visited relatives at Stow

Lake Kezar.
School commenced Monday
Goldie Adam· as teacher.

Wcndall McAllister of Weet Lovell is

each side,

)

| In
)

panel

SUITS in blue and brown invisible
check, 30 inch fitted jacket
with pockets, lined throughout, 13 gored plaited skirt with
818.00
fold, very pretty,

ACftlxi

between the

villages

September 17, 18,

18.

W. J. WHEELER, South Paris, Supt. of Grounds.
C. F. MILLETT, Norway, Supt. of Hall.
Ε. E. ANDREWS and T. P. RICHAROSON, Supts. of Horses.
of Cattle.
E. W. PENLEY, J. W. LIBBY, L. E. McINTIRE, Supts.
carried forward

through

the week.

Special Trains on Grand Trunk Railway.
PROGRAMME.
First

Day.

for exhibition.
In the forenoon, entering and arranging stock and articles
concert.
Band
races.
In the afternoon,
Base Ball.
2 :oo P. M.—Baby Show.
ι

:3ο

P.

M.—Drawing
Drawing
Drawing

horses
horses
oxen,

(in pairs),
(in pairs),

1000

to i2co

1200

to

7 ft. 6 in. and

Second
Band concert.

over.

1400

pounds.
pounds.

Day.

stock and horses.
General exhibition
Teams and Herds.
a. m.—Committees' Examination of Town
9:00
Nos. 7 to 15 inc'usive.
a. m.—Committees' Examination in
9:3ο
10:00 a. m.—All other Committees' Examination.
owner.
10:30 a. m.—Green horses shown by
11 :oo a. m.—Work horses.
1 :oo p. m.—Races.
Drawing steers.
ι :oo p. m.—Drawing oxen, 7 ft. 6 in. and under.
of neat

Third

Day.

:oo A.

10 :oo a.

10:30

a.

ι :oo p.

m.—Drawing oxen, 6 ft. 6 in. and under.
Drawing oxen, 7 ft. 2 in. and under.
m.—Parade of premium stock.
m.—Base Ball. Drawing horses, sweepstakes.
sweepstakes. Gent·' driving horses.
m.—-Annual meeting of society. Races.

Order of exercises may be

effect on gores,

«pu»)

Dress Goods

brown,

*1.00

......

PLAIN GOODS in Danish Cloth,

i-hn.-rw.
Poplinette
iUs
Panamas, Serges, Taffetas, Melrose, Armun· I't

and

Broadcloth,

from

....

-I

:"

»

Blankets
It will soon be cold weather and you will n..n. re
.us.·
bedding ami there is nothing like a blanket t r tn,

or

camp.
10-4 BLANKETS in
11-4 BLANKETS

plain white,
plain white,

grey and whit··.

11-4 BLANKETS in white and grey with fam v li n i r, f..r
«
80c., «1.00, *1.28, fl.50, f 1.7%. -J '·«.
WOOL BLANKETS, 11-4, in grey and white with border,
«

*.*1,00

Furs
We are able to show you

complete

a

line of

irfu,

Boas, Neckpieces and Muffs, in all the newest and fa.-lm

able furs.

ISABELLA FOX BOA, 72 inches long with t\*
brushes and two Rmall tails with twisted

WIDE

SHAWL,

Ϊ12..Ί0
Ameri?lo.<«>

SCARF, Opossum, very lonu'. -a
fancy animal head.··, e.„'ht ta

ned,
silk

trimmed with two

cord,

Large Pillow Shapo Muff to match,
TIE SCARF, Isabella Fox, 06 inches long,
satin lined, six tails,
Peerless

Shape

match,
Muskrat, 52 inch,

twn

v ·'""

stripe»,

Muff to

TIE SCARF, Blended
Muff to match,

soft lin·· fi

a

li-

inch
rd.

II
■

Peerless Shape Muff, satin lined, to match,
FUR BOAS in Isabella and Sable Fox of the fines·
can skins, 30 inches long with large brushes.

<

lfl

r

....

i- n,
TIE SCARF, Genuine Blue Wolf, very popular t:
handsome bluish grey fur, soft and fluffy, vt-ry .mg,
"
*1·
finest grey satin lined, Muff to match, the set,
GRAY SQUIRREL NECKPIECE trimmed with fa- ani>
mal heads and tassels, fancy tab ends, very pretty

GREY SQUIRREL TIE SCARF, 00 inches lung.
trimmed with 0 white tips,
Muff to

tab»,

match,

Nobby new styles and fabClothes that are right

rics.

in every detail. Clothes that
will fit as a suit should and
We've all
continue to fit.

grades
needs.

and
Let

can

fill

us

show

that

men

wear,

Programme of Races.
Day.

AFTERNOON.

class, trot and pace.—Purse, $75. a:5ο class, trot and pace.
Purse, $100. a :2ο class, trot and pace.—Purse $200.
SECOND DAV.

a-year-old

AFTERNOON.
West Lovell.
and
Miss Aristeen Lord is on the sick list. 3-year-old class, trot
pace.—Purse, $100. a:3ο class, trot and pace.
of Lewiston U
Fox
C.
Hattie
who
Mrs.
Bisbee
and
Lillian
class, trot and pace.—Purse, $200.
Stone,
Mary
Purse,
2123
ported.
$175.
Mabel Rounds has charge of the East have been visiting Mrs. L. A. Holme·, visiting her mother, Mrs. Joan McTHIRD DAV.
Allister.
returned to Norway last week.
BrownHeld school.
Fred Stearns and Oris LeBaron went
Rev. G. P. Fuller has not returned
FORENOON.
The William Leavitts have closed
to Baldface Wednesday after blueberries.
their cottage, "Clovercrest," and return- from his visit.
Gents' Driving Horses.—Purse, $35.
has
been
Fox
Nathaniel
at
church
were
no
the
Mrs.
services
There
home.
Portland
having
their
ed to
i
AFTERNOON.
an attack of eczema in ber hand.
Edith Swan, has been visiting her Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Andrews and his
Mrs. John Lewis came and got her
niece, Mrs. Will Johnson.
a :a7 class, trot and pace.
and
trot
$150.
pace.—Purse,
class,
Fred Poore la in Fryeburg.
grandfather, Mr. D. B. Lebroke, to TiiH children visited hi· aiater, Mm. Con: 2:35 Purse,
$aoo. Free-for-all, trot and pace.—Purse, $350.
J
Niohols, last Sunday.
Tb· L. T. L. meets Friday afternoons. her and ber mother, Mrs. Mary Stone.

that

are

having, too. You
probably know that tjiis
store is
headquarters for
quality.
worth

H. B. Foster,

'tprvp·
by

One Price Clothier.

Norway, Maine.

Copyright

1907
Hart Schttfner W Marx

MANUFACTUREES

Demonstration and Sale
We have arranged for

a

special

demonstration

and sale of the famous

Elite

Glove-fitting Petticoats
the

know what

Drawing oxen,

your
you

the Fall styles.
We've a lot of other things

want every

changed.

FIRST

Norway, Maine.

during

Band concert.
9

on

j:,.·.*

of

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,

to be

plait»

WICKLOW SUITINGS, 28 inches, in Fancy Plaid- of tbe
.....
latest shades,
be.

Street,

South. Paris and. Norway,

If the weather is unfavorable,

two double box

.....

of the

Sixty-fifth Exhibition

grounds

back,

in front and

THOMAS SMILEY,

transact such other business as may properly
before said meeting.
South Paris, Sept. 16, 1907.
WALTER L. OKAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

come

On their

cluster of plait· on

....

Time to think about your Fall and Winter Dr····.·»,
Ν <.r
never before has this store put out such choice
many of them.
ALL WOOL GOODS in fancy mixtures with fan. y stripe»,
...
42 inches wide,
7">c.
FANCY WORSTED PLAIDS, 44 inches wide, they in aide
<Ίο
the coming season's newest and snappiest
und
with stripes, in shades of garnet, navy, ·.,.·,-ι an!

CHILDREN'S DRESSES in garnet, blue and brown Cashmere, fancy yoke, collar and cuffs trimmed with braid,
$2.50
.....
plaid tie,
in
sailor
DRESSES
WOOL
FINE
style,
CHILDREN'S
$2.9t<
trimmed with braid, with pocket, plaited skirt,

To the creditors of Henry A. Nlles, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 14th day of
September, A. D. 1907, the said Henry A. Nlles
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
first meeting of his creditors will be held at the
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
Paris, on the .r>th day of October, A. D. 1907, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said erectors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint λ trustee, examine the bankrupt, and

gored,

SKIRTS in black Chiffon Panama, 10 gored plait< Ί. with
two 3 1-2 inch folds, very full,
«\ijo
SKIRTS, fine quality Chiffon Panama, box plait·* front,
back, and sides, box plaits and clusters of tu.ks in

UITS in black and garnet Broadcloth, 32 inch fitted coat, trimmed with straps of own material, high quality satin lined,
9 gored plaited skirt with fold,
S 10.50
earne as cut,

CHILDREN'S DRESSES in fancy plaids, three plaits down
front, cuffs, collar and belt trimmed with braid, has
$2.50
silk tie, plaited skirt,
....

Bankruptcy,

^<>rea
«■;·,»

folil»,

SKIRTS of black Broadcloth, 11 gored, side plaited,

_

In the matter of
HENRY A. NILES,
of Rumford, Bankrupt.

plait

box

SUITS in blue and grey mixtures, 27 inch semi-fitted,
double-breasted coat, Skinner satin lined, very full
$10.00
plaited skirt with fold,

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

headed with

SKIRTS in black, blue and grey Chiffon Panama, d tble

SUITS in blue and garnet Venetian, 27 inch jacket, fly
front, good quality satin lined, plaited skirt with fold,
♦15.00

Discharge.

plaits

SKIRTS in black Armure, 13
each seam, paneled side,

SUITS in blue, green and garnet
checked with black, 30 inch
fitted coat, all lined with satin,
pockets with buttoned tabs,
turned back cuffs, velvet trimmed collar, 13 gored plaited
$19.00
skirt with fold,

School Dresses
for Children

with

staying with bis grandfaaher, Wm.
Adams, and going to school.'

with inverted

MAGLOIRE

Saturday and Sunday.
George Howe and a party from Norway are boarding with Herbert Adams
near

SKIRTS in grey mixtures, 7 gored plaited, ni«l·.· front

LONG COATS in garnet, brown and navy Broadcloth, vel)
MAGLOIRE AYOTTE,
vet collar trimmed with soutache braid, handsomely
J In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
trimmed over shoulders with pull braid, cuffs trimmed
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of tho Disto match,
$12.50
.....
trict Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
LONG COATS in black, navy and castor Kersey, with
AYOTTE of Rumford, In the
three narrow stitched straps down back, trimmed with
•County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
$9.00
tabs and buttons, collar of velvet and braid,
In said District, respectfully represents, that
of
the 12th day
on
May. 1900, he was
and
blue
castor
LONG
in
of
Broadcloth,
COATS
Acts
the
plain garnet,
duly adjudged bankrupt, under
$10.00
with mannish velvet collar, turned back cuffs,
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has
of
duly surrendered all his property and rightsthe
LONG COATS in black Kersey, three rows of pull braid
property, and has fully complied with all
requirements of said Acts and of the orders of
over shoulders, stitched velvet collar, turned back cuffs
Court touching his bankruptcy.
$0.50
trimmed to correspond,
....
Wherefore he prays, That he may be defrom
a
full
discharge
creed by the Court to nave
all debts provable against his estate under said Other Black COATS in Kersey and Broadcloth, for
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are ex$7.50, $8.50, $0.00, $10.00, $12.50, $10.50
cepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 0th day of Sept., Α. I>. 1907.
LONG COATS in grey mixtures, inlaid velvet collar,
MAGLOIRE AYOTTE, Bankrupt.
double-breasted, wide fold down back, trimmed with
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
$10.00
fancy buttons,
District or Maine, es.
On this 14th day of Sept., A. D. 1907, on reading the foregoing peUtlon, It Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing bo had
D.
upon the same on the 4th day of October, A.
1907, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published In tho Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
Vacation time is about over, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
now comes the proposition, getting
Interest, may appear at tho said tlmo and place,
and show cause, If an ν thev have, why tho pray- the children ready for school.
er of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That CHILDREN'S DRESSES in blue and
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credred mixtures, with three plaits in
itors copies of said petition and this order, adfront and back, trimmed with
dressed to them at their places of residence as
stated.
gilt buttons and medallions, with
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
98c.
....
belt,
of the raid Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 14th day of Sept., CHILDREN'S DRESSES in
fancy
A. D. 1907.
mixtures, straps down front,
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. S.J
with
trimmed
thereon.
order
and
gilt
A true copy of petition
fancy yoke,
Attest:—JAMES E. HEWEY, Cldrk.
buttons and soutache braid, $1.50
In the matter of

Thursday

Mrs. Elden McAllister has been at
work for Mrs. H. B. McKeen.
L. J. Gammon and John Adams went
to Bridgton Saturday, returning Tues-

Petition for

are

est and most up-to-date, the tailoring is of the best.

place,
Interest, may appear
and show cause. If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be grantc·!.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of eald petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as

equaled elsewhere.

all made to our order and only tbe
Theee Skirte
best of materials are used. The styles 'ire very attractive.

These garments are absolutely
reliable in both style and quality.
The materials chosen are the lat-

ss.

us

Skirts

Suits, Coats

object by the roadside and jumped On this 14tb day of Sept., A. D. 1907, on readand ing tho foregoing petition. It le—
sidewise overturning the wagon
the Court, That a hearing be hail
Ordered
spilling both Mr. and Mrs. Spaulding. upon the by
same on the 4th day of Oct., A. D.
Mr. Spaulding's shoulder was hurt and 1907, before said Court at Portland, In said DisMrs. Spaulding's face was cut by the trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that notice thereof bo published In the Oxford Demo-.
breaking of her glasses and ehe was crat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
badly shaken up.
at the said time and

to call and let

sure

show you bargains that cannot be

DUFFY

District

Be

astonishing low prices.

at

J

In Bankruptcy. |
Bankrupt.
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the DU-1
tri et Court of the United States for the District |
of Maine :
BEAUDKTTE of Rumford, In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
In said District, respectfully represents that
on the 29th day of Dec., lait past, he was
duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acte of
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has
duly surrendered all his property and rights
of property, and has fully complied with all the
requirements of said Acts and of the orders of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
Bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are
excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 9th day of Sept., A. D. 1907.
DUFFY BEAUDETTE, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOF.

some

FAIR

OPPORTUNITIES.

Mrs. Albert Hobbs and her annt, Mrs.
Coffin of Berlin, Ν. H., are visiting at I
Mont Abbott's.

Hatt, of Trap Corner, spent Friday at
Lola Foster's and Abbie Trash's.
Mrs. John Marshall and daughter,
Elizabeth, who have spent the summer
at Camp Echo, returned to West Paris
Tuesday. Later in the season, Mrs.
day with Hon. O. D. Bisbee in Romford. Marshall will join her husband at
Caribou and travel with him fora month,
Falls.
Miss Amy Shaw returned to Boston he being on the road for the Ν. K. FairTuesday morning to resume her duties bank Co.
Mr. Azb) Bryant Is at Cumberland
as teaoher in the public schools.
Miss Alice Nulty and Emmie and Guy Mills on business for E. W. Penley.
Mrs. Ida Crooker is quite ill with a
Morrill have returned to Hebron.
The library building has just been bad throat trouble.
Geo. Sails, night watchman at the mill, I
freshly painted.
Russell Tuttle has returned from an is sick. Lawrence Tibbets is working ]
extended visit with friends in Auburn in his place.

Mr. Charles B. Atwood has sold his
grocery business to J. H. Carey, of
Salem, Mass. Mr. Carey has had a long
and successful business career, having
been a wholesale jobber of groceries and
vicinity.
well produce for forty-two years in Boston.
The Murray-Rostell Co. were
Chas. P. Hatch and wife are guests of
patronized during their stay here.
The Finns held a largely attonded Ralph H. Morrill.
Mrs. Mary Wardwell and two children
religious service last Saturday evening
and Sunday afternoon. The Free Bap- of West Paris are visiting her parents.
tist society courteously give them the
Denmark.
use of theif church.
The summer boarders are fast leaving
There was a ball game last Saturday
afternoon, West Paris vs. Weet Sumner, for their homes.
Mr. W. L. Jones and wife are visiting
and West Sumner won the game by a
with his parente, Mr. and Mre. Α. Π.
score of 0 to 7.
The Murray-Rostell Co. closed their Jones at the Maplewood.
The Cornish fair was attended by
engagement Saturday evening, when
they played to a full house. This is a quite a number from this place.
Sweet corn seems to be very backward
good clean company which morits the
the canning shop, as only
generous patronage they received. Mr. in coming to
Murray is a star comedian and Miss Ros- one-fourth of a day has been had yet.
rain
was a blessing to this
The
heavy
tell does fine work in her leading parts,
tbe rest of the company also being well part of the county.
Mr. Proctor has hie mill running on
adapted to their several parts.
the I. H. Berry farm.
Mr. Fred Sanborn has started his mill
dreenwood.
on the Bartlett grounds again.
Report has it that the corn factory
will not start up at the Pond until next
East Bethel.
Monday, so that, should the weather
Miss J. M. Bartlett visited relatives
continue favorable, much of the corn
and friends in Berlin, Ν. H., last week.
will bo ready to cut.
Blanche Bartlett has returned to
Timothy Gill from the Irish neighbor- herMiss
millinery work in Lowell, Mass.
hood was through here recently on a
Misses Belle and Clara Kimball of Berhorse and oxen trade, from whom a few
Ν. II., are tbe guests of their aunt,
points were obtained for the public lin,
Mrs. C. M. Kimball.
good. He said the hay crop was about
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cole are entertainthe same as last year, although theirs
fell somewhat short; but was made up ing friends from Washington, D. C.
Mr. F. H. Cole, Mr. L. E. Cole, Mr. F.
by hay left over. No sweet com grown
Bean and others are spending a week
for market, but few apples, and the po- C.
at the Lakes.
tatoes were small and few in the hill,
School here has 'been postponed two
and that is the report generally. Speakweeks on account of no teacher.
that
he
said
nine
of
the
children,
ing
only one of tbe live brothers and two of
West Sumner.
the four sisters were married, while be
Herbert Marston has slow typhoid
had got too old to think of it; and yet he
fever. He is doing as well as can be
is only 41. Evidently Mr. Bundren,
who was supposed to be married on the expected.
Mr. and Mrs. James Packard went to
20th of last August, aged 102 years, and
Mrs. Packard rehis bride, who was a centenarian, Lewiston Monday.
turned Thursday. Mr. Packard remainthought somewhat differently of the ed
longer by request of his physician.
subject.
Miss Ida Record and Arthur Wilkins
The other day George England, who
of
Livermore Falls were the guests of
has a cottage at the head of Lake ChrisMr. and Mrs. H. B. Maxim a few days
topher, accompanied by his wife and last week.
little girl, visited the Bennett place. In
Nearly all tbe schools in town opened
the afternoon we took him up to the
the 0th inst. Those remaining will behigh cliff on tbe east side of Twitchell
the 16th. A list of the teachers folPond, showed him the ravine, where gin
lows:
years ago several young cattle were
East Sumner—9. Ella Palmer, Hollle.
driven down by dogs ana all killed but
West Sumner— Helen Rowe, Mlnot.
Mr. England said the place was
one.
Redding—U. M. Becklcr, Sumner.
Morrill—Arvllla Gammon, Rumford Falls.
the most picturesque that he bad visited
8tev«*ns—Florence Poland.
in recent years. He is an amateur phoDoble—Sadie A. Thome, Ruckfield.
Pleasant Pond—Mary A. Heald, West Sumner.
tographer, and while here took several
Sumner Hill—Miss Jennings, Auburn.
pictures probably for future use.
Chandler—Miss
Maxim, LtTermore.
Daniel Bryant, accompanied by his
Died in West Sumner, Sept. 13th, Mr.
eon, daughter-in-law and baby, visited at
the Bennett place Saturday evening. Fairfield Farrar, aged 68.
Five persons were baptized in Pleasant
Ile says hie sweet corn came up poorly,
but was showing up well and would Pond last Sunday by Rev. E. 0. Taylor
His orchard is of tbe Baptist church.
soon be ready to cut.
Mrs. Delplina Lowe of Maiden, Mass.,
bearing heavily and will produce the
most apples in proportion to the num- is boarding with Mrs. W. T. Bisbee.
Mrs. Ilattie Young has gone to Sabatber of trees of any in the neighborhood,
tus to visit friends and relatives.
if not in town.
There was a dance in Proctor Hall
Some seven years ago David Morgan
and bis son Frank sold their farmland Thursday night. The second of a series
moved to Sanford, York County, where of dances which will be held there
they have lived nearly all the while weekly.
Miss Theda Glover of Livermore Falls
sine» Now they are coming back, the
former to occupy a house owned by Ran- is spending her vacation with her parsom Cole, and the latter Daniel Cole's ents, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Glover.
Mrs. Alice Buck went to Auburn
rent.
Prom there she intends to go
nas Deen very Tuesday.
Mrs. iranic Morgan
poorly for some time, and the doctor to Rumford Falls to spend a few weeks.
telle her that the only way to escape
Hebron.
consumption is to move back among the
hills where she can get pure air and
Mrs. Ε. S. Dunham epent last week at
water.
Camden, the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Our supervisor is about introducing
Cyrus Curtis, of Philadelphia.
into schools a large outline chart of
Mrs. Pinkham and her family have reMaine, painted on a black ground of turned to their home in Newton, Mass.
canvas and containing nothing but the
Mrs. Ida Tuttle of Boston is the guest
counties marked off in white, and the
of Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Bartlett.
islands along the coast. That may be
Mrs. Cannon and three children of
sufficient for the purpose for which it is
Portland are at Fred Sturtevant's, and
intended; but still it looks as though so Mr. Cannon spent Sunday there.
much blank space might be partially
The fall term of the Academy opened
occupied by something without giving it Tuesday with a large attendance.
and
a confused appearance,
thereby
Quite an excitement was created here
make it so much the more useful.
Sunday morning by the finding of a man
A blue heron was brought in recently
stealing corn from H. T. Glover's garden.
which measured,
lengthwise of the When interviewed he drew a revolver
body, four feet, eight inches, and cross- and stood his ground till several men arwise to the tips of the winge, six feet,
rived when he was taken in custody and
lacking a fraction of an inch. It is now carried to South Paris jail.
in the hands of the taxidermist.
Miss Eva Barrows has returned to ber
Have been duly informed that there
teaching in Everett, Mass., and Miss
will be a Bennett reunion at the cemeDaisy Cushman to the Cummings School
tery near Royal Martin'e, on Thursday, in Somerville.
the 10th inst., the weather permitting,
and ourself invited. Will endeavor to
West Buckfield.
Providence
be

Wadsworth Grant of 7800 acres, set a
white oak stake or post at the corner of
four lots on the farm above named. The
stake remained until the spring of 1905.
The writer hereof saw the stake annually in its position for sixty-two years.
Mrs. John Larrydon Kimball of Vermont is visiting friends in Hiram. Her
daughter, Miss Helen M. Kimball, is
visiting Miss Hannah E. Bucknoll.
high
Miss Abbie Baker of Dedham, Mass.,
Mrs. Amy Franklin of Lynn is visiting
is boarding with Miss Bucknoll.
here a few days.
Miss Elsie Hnntress is teaching a secFreeman Andrews has bought of Mrs.
Hiram Hill with her
ond term on
Eva M. Dresser her share of the estate of
usual ability and success.
her late mother, Mrs. Martin.
The corn shop at the village is now
Dickvale.
on fall time.
Elmer Knox was recently badly kick- running
Extensive repairs have been made on
ed by a horse. No bones were broken,
the mills at the village, and Ε. N. Fox
bnt be was quite badly bruised.
has had a crew of men for a few days
S. H. Mclntire baa bad quite a streak
working on his stable, putting in a new
of sweet luok. He recently found a
floor and timbers.
wild awarm of bees that had 100 pounds
Truman Stearns has gone to Hot
of honey.
Alonzo Goweil of Lynn is visiting Springs.
cows.
relatives in town.
North Waterford.
Daniel Cummings has gone to Locke's
North Paris.
Geo. Farnham did not go Paris to
Mills.
work as he intended. He is sick in bed.
Mrs. O. O. Tracy is ill.
Mrs. DeCoster and little daughter of
Harry Brown took a party to the fair
Buckfield are visiting her sieter, Mrs.
field.
East Brown
at Lewiston Saturday in bis auto.
Frank Keene, and family.
Carl Brown with a party of boys startThe W. C. T. U. held its regular
The Prentiss Library has new catameeting at Mrs. Julia Bean's last Friday. ed for the fair, but broke something in
logues.
of Frank A pleasant and interesting meeting is re- the auto, so bad to come back.
Miss Nellie

but there aeema to be little Abbott which shows that
not all dead la the world yet.
for that

play,

tie

_

·.» :») CLASS, TROT AND PACE, l'RSt #175.
El Capltan. b. g., Ptne Tree Subie, Lewlston.
Jennie Mc, b. m.. Pine Tree Stable, Lewlston.
Hiram, b. g Β. Ο. Jonlan. Bucktleld.
Western Clilnie*, b. g Κ. Ο. Jordan, Buckflcl I
Battler β., b. g.. Β. D. Waltt, Lewleton.
Walter G., br. g., W. G. Morue. Rumford Falls
B. U. Blsbee, Kas 1
Northland Benone, ch. g
Sumner.
Star. blk. m., James Cook, Oxford.
Kate Cole, b. m Geo. A. Cole. Norway.
Speedway, b. g., F. B. Fogg. South Parle.
Belle Trlno. blk m., P. C. McAllister, Oxford.
Northland Bonton, l>.. Win. Gregg, Andover.
Jlui, R. O. Jordan, Buckflel 1.
Smithtleld Girl, b. m„ N. J. Fom, Cornish.
Actress, ch. m.. E. F. Brown. Groveton. N. H.
McDonald, sor. g.. I. M. Richardson, Llt.leton
N. H.
Mortimer, b. s., I. M. Richardson. Littleton, Ν. U
Lou Dillon, -Ί. b. m.. B. Detoe, Stewartstown
N. H.
Tonal, ch. g., D. Rosebrook. Lancaster, N. H.
b. ui., D. Rosebrook, Lancaster
Belle C
Ν. H.
ch.
Prince,
g., C. S. George. Montlcello.
Princes· Pugh, b. m., Ira P. Woodbury, Water
ville.

junior,

April,

PO^'

Cyril Athearn, who bM been employed
Apples are quite plentiful in tbia locality and it la estimated that three of at Belgrade Lakes daring the summer,
his
our apple growers will have over 4000 has been spending a few days with
barrels. B. L. Cumminga expects hia father, Rev. W. D. Athearn.
The remains of Cyrus Henry Jordan
orchard wiH yield about 2000 barrels; F.
L. Wyman bopea to harvest at leaat 1200 were brought here for interment Saturbarrels, and F. A. Dunham thinka he day, the 7th inst. Mr. Jordan formerly
will have about 1000 barrela. If early lived in this town on what is known as
froata will hold off the frait will be of the Drake place.
Good Faith Rebekah Lodge, No. 40,
good quality although perhaps not quite
so large aa aome years, on account of the Initiated one candidate at their regular
late season.
meeting Tuesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Prince spent SunThe corn shop commenced work the

COUNTY

OXFORD

Lock·'· Mills.

Bockfteld.

West Pari·.

Bethel.

The fair at Riverside
poned two days on accountof the rain,
bat had a fair attendance Thureday and
Friday. Thursday a good deal of interest was ehown in the base ball ga
between the Bethel professionals and
the Andover team. The Bethels won by
Sheriff Packard was
» score of 12 to 1.
on duty and through hie vigilance two
arrests for selling liquo- were made and
the offendeis are in the county jail
awaiting trial. The annual ball given
under
auspices of the a"ocift"°°
was well attended and one of the best
ine
the association has ever held,
music by Steams' Orchestra was much

string to

fair,

lady

in the hall and at the store.

to eee this

perfect petticoat

petticoat perfection

knot and break,
in the back.

no

is like.

bunching

We

and

to

No draw

of material

AT THE STORE YOU WILL FIND

A Large Line of New Coats, $6.00 to I35.00.
A Fine Line of New Dress Goods, Underwear,
Hosiery, and Domestics for the multitude.
We shall be

pleased to have
headquarters during the fair.

you make

our

store

Sincerely yours,

your

S. B. &. Z. S. Prince,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

8I

pt «χίσνΛ Itmocral

SOUTH_PARIS.

•Board for the fair!
this evening
>0 κ. Ο. K. A. meeting

ie visiting her aie
Mrs. Miriam Stone
ter

in

the Sher
Frank A. Taylor attended
fair last week.

br„oke

Portland is
Dr Κ W. Tavlor of
week at'F. A. Taylor's.

inutile

spend

is in the hospital a
Mr* Α. ί>· Wing
last Mon
I,evrist.>n for treatment, going

day.

Bean and family have been vis
ρ
in Bethel and vicinity for s
iti„tf friends
few ilays.
will confei
Hamlin Lodge, K. of P.,
the rank of Esquire Friday evening
sept. --'Oth.
has been quite
Mr< Charles Dunham
but is thought to bt
ill with bronchitis,
H

gaining

now.

Bailey

Island.

Mr m l Mrs. C. W. Shaw and Mrs. W.
been spending a week at
Κ Kenney have
s

of Farmington
j. hn taisley and wife
for a few
^ lests at L. S. Billings'

are

days this week.

χι e Chautauqua Club was entertained
Andrews
\V,,i: ,.».iay afternoon at Hotel
W. Shaw.
by M.-· Π·
for the
•ft,, ii;htfulnese is the subject
!'. meeting at the Universalist
γ i> «
(j

—·

nday evening.

'· :rbauk has a few things left
Miwhich she
{r„m !f, auction, tables, etc.,
sale.
w„ ild like to sell at private

Mrs William Butterfield of Auburn
guest of her brother, Hon.
ju,
the past week.
jam. ν Wright, during
Morrison of
W.
I).
Mrs.
in.l
Mr
N*. J., are guests at L. S.
r i.
l;i·
Mrs. Morrison is a sister of

Mr Billings.

Mil let us hope that the weather
Vrk ay look on us with a kindlier eye
than In-has turned ou the fairs of the
two weeks.
anche Barrows and Miss CharM
les went Monday morning to
lotte
i), to begin a course in Blise
jew
Business College.
H. Howard has purchase<l the
Ι;
"is house on Pleasant Street,
ja:,:
WY. r.· ! has lived with his family for
the past few years.

Mr. ai. Mrs. Dwight Wise of Gardiner
g,,,! Mrs Ella Neal of Lewistoc are
Mr. and Mrs.
^ues·- of their parents,
tie· ri:e Wise, this week.
liusv times for the ladies of the Conijreiiat nil and Universalist societies,
ii .«to run their dining booths at
wt;
the fair this week as usual.

.John Murphy has returned to
at South Paris after a long atMrs. Edgar Barrows, who is
>vering from a most serious ill-

re

now re

ness.

Beverly,

Mass.,
recommended impersonator and
in
nr.- ··.»! entertainer, bas been engaged to
giwoneof her varied programs at the
church Tuesday evening, Oct.
Ri:
l-'ith.

good things.

There are indications that we are to
!. ν e an arc light in Market Square, parts
of a lamp having been unloaded there.
As yet there are no signs of a light at the
dark corner where High, Gothic and
I'ark Streets join.

Charles S. Stuart, who has been in a
dental office in Waterville through the
summer, is at home for a short vacati n. Charles is now a full Hedged
is looking for a good
dentist and
1< at ion to open a dental office.

Hayrack rides have been in order the
"week. Thursday evening a party
f, m the high school went to Weet
Paris. and Friday evening a party υ Ε a

th«»™lp,ate

little older age went to
and hail a supper at the hotel there.

bi
It is said that there have been two (fcr
three υ arrow escapes ofchildren from
be ug run down. The ordinance against
sidewalk riding is just a» much in force

trombone^

The schools are taking a vacation of
tin· entire week. Experiments In fair
week holidays, in years past, haveshown
tli it the week's work amounts to lit
under the best of circumstances, ami
thus year it was decided to suspend entirely for the week.
Burbank bas sold her bomeou High Street to Lester Λ.
West, who is in the employ
of the Paris Manufacturing Co is now
livini; on Paris Hill. He will move
With his family to tbe Burbauk house
about the first of October.
Mrs. Ella
*·,·.»,I stand
W, >f
Mr.

business.

Stetson's I'ncle Tom's Cabin Company
shows in New Hall this Monday evening.
The company's car has been on the sidin*: here nince Friday. The poww
delivered the battage at the
have drawn all the children arov
them, and Topsy and Little Eva have go
•luite well acquainted with the town.

Miss Sue M. Wheeler has returned
from Boston with a fine line of fall ami
winter millinery and fancy goods. ^ e
has secured as a milliner for the season
Miss Alice Day ef Bryant's Pond with
Mrs. Drake of Norway two days in the
week. She will be glad to see all old
customers of the store and many new
ones.
Due notice of the opening wu

given later.

Advertised letters in South Paris post
office Sept. 16:
MIm Alice Kuowloo.
Mies
Mary Hope.
MIm Maria Lane.
Miss Km ma Abbott.

MUatathryn Boyil.

J

Edward R. Merry died Monday evening of last week after a v«y short a
tack of illness of a nature which
puzzled
the physicians. Hie illness
began Sunand

for

a

number

hours preceding hie death he

was

ο

lying

in an unconscious state.
An autopsy
was
performed, when It was discovered
that the trouble was an abscess on tne
brain. Mr. Merry was 50 years of age,
and had been a resident of South Paris
for some years. He leaves a wife but no
children. Mrs. Merry had returned only
a few
days previous to his death fro®
the hospital at Lewiston, where she had
undergone an operation for a severe case
of appendicitis.
The funeral of Mr.
Merry on Wednesday was attended oy
Rev. J. w. Cheabro, assisted by Re*·

J. H. Little.

■

jof

J

:

Wanted.
yearling

DR. AUSTIN TENNEY,

OCÙLIST
Norway

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1907,
R. M.

ΙΟ A. M.

MW- M. A'lams.
Mrs. Mary K. Daniels.
Mrs. Κ tfasson (2).
Mrs. Jutm NoyéeMrs. M. A. Llbby.
Mr. W. C. Jackson.
The remains of Wm. Π. H. Noble, who
died at Augusta Wednesday, were
brought here Friday morning, and ®
funeral was held in the M et h
church in the afternoon, attended by
e
pastor. Kev. Mr. Kewley. Mr. Nome
formerlv made bis home here witn nis
daughter, Mrs. W. C. McArdle, but for a
number of years he has been in the insane
hospital at Augusta. H® was ··>
years of age.

day afternoon,

j

38-40

11. Watson, piano tuner and rehas
pairer. and teacher of
° "
Mr.
r,, „ns in Maxim Block.
{•living trombone in the Norway Band.
II has excellent recommendations in bis
stiveral lines, both as tuner and repairer,
and instructor.

^

rj

required.

as ever.

Kev. A. K. Baldwin bas accepte*! the
general agency for l'aris and Norway ο
the National Casualty Insurance Companv. He and his family are still with
Mrs Baldwin's lather, A.
*·-. Ma5 »
on High street near West Pans, but he
will be hero several days each week on

HERE TO SEE OR
HERE TO BUY.

J

capable

complaint is being made of
vcle riding on the
?'dew*lks of! late.
me

Myron

BLUE 8TORES.

11

RICHARDS,

ist

ν

NORWAY.

The New Fall and Winter Suits

WireT

County.

prices

Tenney

$2.50

pair.

quality Spherical
Astigmatism,
Compound
So-Easy

Rooms,

pair.
pair.

pair

Ridlon's Grocery Store.

Street,

TUESDAY, SEPT.

Thursday.

here

are

for you to

See, Try On,

Buy.

or

ready for your Fall Suit we're
to show you the new ideas in colorings

If you're

ready

and the latest cut.

BUY EARLY.
_

Don't allow the choicest things to slip away
from you. Prices no higher than the quality
$20, $(S, $17, $16, $15, $14, $13,
$12, $10, $7.50, $5.

justifies.

A Rain Coat is

Necessity,

a

Luxury.

not a

We have the new
The most serviceable garment for all seasons.
customers
Fall Rain Coats as low as $10, but the majority of
prefei to
and get the better

more

pay

ones

Fall Hats

at

$t2, $15, $16, $17, $18.

are now

in Stock.

NOYES
For Derbies we have LAMSON & HUBBARD $3.
SPECIAL, BOSTON DERBY $2.25. BEDFORD DERBY, PRESIDENT DERBY $2.

Sort Hats.
Many shapes and proportions. $1, 1.50,
Fall Furnlsnings.

Black and colore.

Always something

coming

habit of

When
want of

with

to

in

something

at our-stores.

are

you

Large

County

the Oxford

at

furnishings

for them.

us

2.25, 3.

2,

Get in

in need of.

assortment at the old

the

prices.

Fair, Sept. 17, 18, 19, you will be in
Call and see us and leave your bundles

us.

F. H. NOYES CO.
F.

intnTLEFF A CO.

A.

Norway.

(2 Stores,)

Paris,

South

F.

SHmiXEFF * CO.

A.

We carry

a

complete line

1·
I I
»

Jl

!!

~

of

I

Hood's, and other

including Daniel»', Sloan's, Lesure's,
kinds; also GLOVER'S DOG REMEDIES.
If you have

special

satisfaction, bring
them with

we

and at reasonable

care

ι »

leading

< »

;;
given

formulas which have
them in and

I

i;

Horse and Cattle Remedies

.vot®?f ^

Autumn is here! Oct. 3d is the date
of the harvest supper at the M. E.
clnrch, serve*! by the Ladies' Aid. Remember there will be hash all right in
other
i intitv and quality, with lots of

„

l|

|C8»»»»C8Cece»C8»O0C8C8C8C8»»C8C8C8C8»ai
Many People ]

Id "Pacific No. 1" is having a
at of paint, and will be brighfbnd
new
gay next time it is brought out either
test of its water-throwing powers
f r
or ( r actual service.
The

Ma lennees Moultonof

HEALTH IN THE CANAL ZONE.
not at all times prevail, for ber of Masons never received the second
in 1818 a .brother proposed the name of and third degrees.
The high wages paid make it a mighty
a candidate who had previously been reWe are one lmndred years old, but
temptation to oar young artisan· to join
on
The
and
the
the force of «killed workmen needed to
jected
being again rejected the that is only a day in Masonry.
The regular monthly meeting of
NORWAY MASONIC BODY.
proposing brother withdrew his member- principles and usages of the order have Norway Board of Trade wae held at En- conatrnct the Panama Canal. Many are
The central office of the Citizens TeW I
ship, although he was holding an office been handed down through the ages. gine House Hall Tueeday evening. restrained however by the fear of fever·
phone line will be closed Weduesda
I and Thursday of the fair after » o'cloci
A notable affair was the celebration ol in the lodge at the time, and he also had Charity and brotherly love, the corner ■Eugene N. Swett, vice-president, presid- and malaria. It is the knowing one·—
those who have need Electric Bitters,
in the morning.
I tue one hundredth anniversary of Ox· something to do with the leasing of the stones of Masonry, have been known and ed. Some business of importance.
I ford Lodge, No. 18, of Free and Accept- hall over the Hubbard House.
practiced from time immemorial.
W. M. Russell, who went to San Fran- who go there withont this fear, well
Jan. 7, 1819,
"Voted unanimously
The history of this lodge for one hun- cisco some time ago, Is very much pleas- knowing they are safe from malarious
Base Ball·
ed Maeone, at Norway Friday evening.
I The actual date of the centennial waa that the funds of Oxford Lodge no dred years is finished, but we believe the ed with the country and now talks of influence with Electric Bitters on hand.
Cures blood poison too,
biliousness,
the 14th, the observance of it being on longer be appropriated to providing re- past has been an honorable one, and we moving his family to that city.
K. OF P. 12; MA90X8 7.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Kimball left for a weakness and all stomaob, liver and kidI the 13th on account of the limited time freshments." The words on the records believe the record in all respects is comThere was another ftrge crowd près
or
be
Guaranteed
is
it
troubles.
the
vote
But
whether
are
underscored
and
mendable.
by F. A.
good
heavily
"Ion Saturday evening, and the closing
trip In the west Wednesday morning. ney
ent at the high school grounds
Sburtleff & Co., druggists. 50 cents.
Tuesda; ceremonies being appropriately held at supposed to have been aimed^at liquid ill it cannot be altered.
will be gone some two weeks.
They
afternoon to witness the ball game be
Mrs. Ned Cross is very sick at her
Γ the hour of midnight, which marked the refreshments. If this is the fact it "Ttao moving linger writes; ami having writ,.
tween the Knights and the Masons, an<
The shore resorts are getting pretty
would seem that the vote waenot entire- Moves on; nor all your piety or wit
of Main and Bridge
corner
I exact close of the century of the Todge.
home,
avail
to
a
line,
single
May
aught
change
they were well repaid for any effort the; I The evening's exercises were held in ly effectual for it was voted in 1830 Nor all
well deserted but the Poland Spring
Streets.
your teare blot out one word of It."
made in gettiug there, two plays of th
the Norway Opera House, and even "That there be no more ardent spirits
Lucien Trembley is now building a crowd la still of midsummer proportions.
But the future depends upon us and
game being worth the price of admission
I with the amount of accommodations brought into the lodge for the use of those who shall come after us. See to it stable on his lot near C. W. Home's.
I
LOST AND FOUND.
Sam DaviR was the principal attractioi
thus provided it was necessary to limit the members."
that we'set an example that shall be full His buildings are nearly completed.
in the lirst play. He was at the bat an<
Lost, between 9:30 p. m., yesterday and
Sept. 30, 1819, the lodge met in the of good deeds, that
the invitations strictly to the members
Don C. Seitz of the New York World
be filled with the
shall
must have intended to slam out a homi
with
I of the lodge and their ladies.
With the court house aid a committee was ap- great principles of Masonry, that shall made his Norway friends a visit on noon to-day, a bilious attaok,
This loss
run, at any rate, he swung so hard 01 attendance on this
three hundred pointed to procure a suitable place for be an example of good citizenship. Do Thursday. He is stopping at Bar Har- nausea and sick headache.
basis,
!
the ball that when he failed to touch i
For about a year meetings
was occasioned by finding at F. A.
more were present, and without ex- meetings.
these things, my brethren, and Oxford bor and just "dropped in."
he fell down; some of the people presen ;lor
I ception every one highly enjoyed the were held in Lincoln'* Hall and occasionCharles Randall of Hebron was before Shurtleff & Co.'s a box of Dr. King'·
as enduring as
ehall
exist
and
be
Lodge
were unkind enough to
laugh at bis mis I affair throughout, from the sounding of ally in the court house. In 1820 the the
Court on Tueeday on the New Life Pills. Guaranteed for biliousgranite hill's of old Oxford County. the Municipal
fortune.
of assault on one Sylvanns ness, malaria and jaundice. 25 cents.
I the supper call at O.JO until the chorus meetings were held in the upper story of
charge
Another amusing play was pulled ofi
Bail
bound over.
Bearce. He was
"Auld Lang Syne" closed the pro- tho school house at South Paris. In
Ilere I· Relief for Women.
when Charles Bowker attempted to stea
Stephen Berry, the veteran secretary $000.' The respondent was very peculiar If
! gramme at a few minutes after twelv» 1822 a committee of two were appointed
you hare pains In the back, Urinary, Bladsecond. Charles was having a great rac<
a brother and endeavor to of the Grand Lodge of Maine, and the io his conduct and it is understood that
"To
wait
on
I o'clock.
der or Kidney trouble, and want a certain, pleaswith the bail and fearing the ball wouli
try Mother
I The observance of the centennial was reclaim him from his immoral and un- only representative of the Grand Lodge he will be committed to the insane hos- ant herb cure for woman's 111·,
It Is a safe and
Australian-Leaf.
masonic conduct." I wish the com- present, was then introduced and spoke
get there tirst concluded to slide. II I
pital at Augusta for observation. Ile Gray's
arranged by a committee of the lodge, mittee had
never-falling ironthly regulator. At DrujnrfsU
takes considerable courage for a man ol
a
few
minutes.
for
of
their
the
result
entertainingly
very
reported
was committed to jail.
or by mall 50 cent·.
Sample package FREE.
consisting of E. F. Smith, B. F. Brad- labors.
Charles'build to attempt to slide bases
He devoted some time to speaking of
Henry B. Esmond, M. D., of Brattle- Address, The Mother Gray Co., Le Roy, Ν. T.
bury, C. F. Ridlon, C. Γ. Barnes, and
and the crowd appreciated the fact and
the lodge Masonic principles and congratulating
that
"Voted
with
visit
1830,
22,
months'
April
a
two
I G. W. Holmes.
boro, Yt., after
applauded his efforts. There were othei I During its century of existence the celebrate the festival of St. John at Nor- the lodge upon the occasion, and more his people in this section, returned to
Born.
plays that pleased the crowd but these I lodge has had forty-one masters, of which way village, and that the brethren to reminiscences of Norway, in which his home Thursday.
two were the most amusing.
It is understood that the David AnI number twenty-four are now living. meet in Ezra Beat's Hall." This is the town lie lived as a small boy and which
In South Paris,
11, to the wife of James
The game was rather loosely played,
drews lot, between H. B. Foster's and S. Record, a son. Sept.
The list of masters is given below, those first time so far das known that any he had not since visited.
as was to be expected, but
the scorer I deceased
Masonic meeting was held in this town.
The guests then retired to the gallery, W. E.
has been sold to W. C.
In Greenwood, Sept. 6, to the wife of Stanton
marked with a star:
Fobs',
being
went light on errors and gave the battere
The occasion seems to have been a while the younger members cleared away Brown of the
a son.
(Robert Stanton, 10 lbs.)
novelty works. Mr. Brown Cole,
Geo. A. Cole.
I «Henry Farwell.
In Norway, Sept. 7, to the wife of Verne
a number of hits which perhaps should
one.
A
memorable
J· Hlbbard A Ulrich.
ρ«"τΐ9·
procession was the remains of the feast—a task which will build a residence in the near future.
a son.
K.·
1lb'î,n
Ranger,
Samuel R. Knowland.
have gone into the error column.
formed and marched to the Universalist was so expeditiously done that in just
The I 'Stephen Blake.
In Norway, Sept. 7, to the wife of Edwin S.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. M. Rowe, daughter,
George W. Holmes.
Masons were charged with only four I ♦'Alanson Me lien.
church, where an eloquent address was fifteen minutes from the time of leaving and Mr.· Rowe's mother, Mrs. Betsey Gammon, a son.
I Jacob Tcwksbury.
Irving Frost.
In Norway, Sept. 10, to the wife of N. A. Nodelivered by Rev. Brother Benjamin B. the tables, they were cleared away, the
fielding errors, but their errors of omis- •BafreStowelfr
-Seward S. Stearns.
Rowe, of Jamaica, Ν. Y.f have returned ble, a daughter.
Everett F. Blckntll.
sion and judgment were more numer- I •Abljah
Hall.
Murray, after which the records say, tloor brushed up, the seats arranged for to their home. They were formerly
In Mexico, Sept. 10, to the wife of Aleck
Vivian W. Hllle.
ous.
"The brethren partook of a splendid the accommodation of the audience, and
When the game was called the I *»tephen Emery.
a son.
I 'John R. Brlggs.
Norway people and greatly enjoyed the Chabot,
Eugene F. Smith.
In Dlxflel'l, Sept. 7, to the wife of Fred Hox, a
dinner and a number of toasts were the party once more seated in tbo floor time
Masons lacked one man and Titcomb I *A Men Palmer.
Blal F. Bradbury.
spent with their former neighbors. son.
Charles F. Ridlon.
was allowed to play short stop for them I 'George W. Mlllett.
drank."
of the hall in readiness for the next
In Dlxfleld, Sept. 10, to the wife of Ed Merrill,
Charles Blake and wife of Philadelphia
Henrv F. Favor.
Jr.
March 9, 1831, was held a meeting at feature.
and, of course, strengthened their team II 'Sylvanus Cobb,
arô with their Norway people and a eon.
'Benjamin G Barrows. Lee M. Smith.
In Canton, Sept. 8, to the wife of F. Rolls
were
nine
of
tho
which
members
This
present.
part
programme, occupy- friends. They were formerly of Norway.
William J. Jones.
considerably.
I Albert Thompson.
Hlnee, a eon.
Hermon L. Bartlett
Then follows a blank for more than twen- ing about an hour and a half, was given
Each team scored one run in the first I Stephen G. Hatch.
E. Nye Gilbert of Rochester, Ν. H., is
B. Weeks.
Frank
N.
'Lewie
Barker.
I
ty years. The Morgan excitement was by the Lotus Male Quartette of Lewis- with his parents for a visit. He has a
inning and the Masons had three men on I Η ο war I D. Smith.
George Hazen
at its height and every lodge in Maine ton, and Miss Maud Andrews of Augusta,
bases when A. C. Wheeler was caught I 'Fred E. Crockett.
Married.
A Ibert J. Stearns.
position on the Rochester, Ν. H., Courier.
Charles P. Barnes.
with four exceptions suspended meet- reader, and it was in every respect a fine
off third by S. Wheeler for the third out. I 'A. Oscar Noyee.
Alice M. Russell is at the Sieters' Hosiivcland
Howe.
Harrv
R.
Farrls.
I
The selections were
Six hits, one a double, and a batter hit
ings for years. Up to this time the entertainment.
I Clarence M. Smith.
pital, Lewiston, for an operation for In Brldgton, Sept. 4. by Rev. William Wood,
lodge seems to have had its seasons of varied in character, and every number appendicitis.
by a pitched ball, gave the Knights five
Mr. Arthur Myron Deerlng of Denmark and
of Bolster's Mills.
encore
which
and
The
the
enthusiastic
called
out
runs in the third inning and they added
country
adversity.
The officers of Oxford Lodge for the prosperity
Albert L. Williamson of Rumford Mise Lucy Evelina DormanRev. Baman N.
In Fryeuurg, Sept. 7, by
Stone,
and
settled
the
was
it
merited.
one in each of the fourth and fifth in- I
sparsely
people
present year are as follows:
formerly of Norway, is sick with Mr. Calvin
Falls,
Archer Harnden and Misa Llnnle
were poor, yet I think the great prinThe floor was then cleared for dancing,
nings.
fever at Farmington. Mr. and May Sargent, both of Fryeburg.
typhoid
R. Farrls, M.
I
Harry
It was the seventh inning before the I H. F. Andrews, S. W.
ciples of Masonry were understood and and an informal order, made up largely Mrs. Williamson were visiting in that In Romford Falls, Sept. 8, by Rev. Fr.Ν. La
H.,
Flamme, Mr. Eugene Belangerof Berlin,
Masons scored again and in this inning a I E.H.Allen. J. W.
practiced as consistently and earnestly of tho old standard square dances, was place when he was taken sick. They and
Miss Octave Thlbldeau of Rumford Falls.
I.ee M. Smith, Trcas.
(if not more so) than they are to-day. enjoyed by old and young alike, until are with Mrs. Williamson's people.
hit, an error, aud two bases on balls II H.
In Andover, Sept. 11, by Rev. T. II. Derrick,
D. Smith, Sec.
The records disclose many examples of just before the midnight hour, when
Mise Agnes A. Reed,
The Knights I A. J. Stearns. Chap.
gave them two runs.
Mrs. V. W. Hills is In Boston during Mr. Carl M. Newton and
scored three more in their half on two I A. L. Proctor, S. D.
charity and brotherly love. The words the seats were again placed and the au- the week with Mrs. R. L. Powere in at- both of Andover.
J.
D.
J.
I
C.
of Kipling may well apply to Oxford dience wae seated for the last act on tho
hits, an error, a base on balls and a I W. F.Shepard, S. S.
tendance upon the millinery openings.
Tulibs,
Died.
fielder's choice.
Lodge up to this time, when he says:
programme.
T. M. Coulton. J. S.
Miss Agnes Sanborn left for her NewIt had been promised the people that ton
E. F Smith, Mar
The Masons made things rather inschool
Saturday.
Mass.,
Center,
H. I'. Jones, Org.
this should be something worth staying
"They hadn't good regalia an'
In South Parle, Sept. 9, Edward R. Merry, aged
teresting in the eighth by scoring four Thaddeus
The H. F. Webb ά Co. corn shop
bare.
An'their Lodge was old
Cross, Tyler.
runs on two hits, an
for, and the event fulfilled the promise. started on the fall packing the first of 53 years.
error, aud four
But they knew the ancient landmarks
In Conway, Ν. H., Sept. 2, Mrs. W. H. Porter
The guests were prompt about arrivAs tho clock in the tower above struck the week. Tho corn comes to the facTwo hits gave the
And they kept them to a hair."
bases on balls.
of Norway, aged 77 vears.
Farris
seated
Master
arose
and
when
tho
Stearns'
of
in
half
one
more
run
their
Orchestra,
hour,
Worshipful
In
ing,
Augusta, Sept. 11, Wm. II. 11. Noble, aged
Knights
tory in very good condition it is report- 75 years.
this inning. Chesbro started the ninth on the stage, started the march for sup- The antimasonic feeling gradually died and said that at the beginning of the
and the indications for a good busied,
In
Mexico, Sept. 6, Hosea 11. Whitman, aged
to
resume
their
new century we should again call to
inning for the Masons with a double but per, the gallery was filled to overflowing away and lodges began
ness are excellent.
53 years.
with the guests, who proceeded to the
mind the foundation principle of Masonfailed to score.
In Rumford Falls, Sept. 10, Joseph S. Farrar,
of
Muffatt
Mass.,
Fred
J.
Dorchester,
21, 1853, a special meeting was ry, and ho called upon Past Master Clar-. is
about 45 years.
One of the features of the game was a tables below. The entire space of the
building a boat house near his lake aged
In Mechanic Falls, Sept. 5, Mrs. Blanca I.oveof Brother eneo M. Smith to
fine throw by Curtis, who took Davis' floor of the hall was occupied by the held at the dwelling house
present it.
their
to
returned
The
widow of Jeremlah Foster of Waterfamily
Foster,
cottage.
joy
Abiiah Hall, South Paris, and it was
Mr. Smith in response gave an illustra- home
ford, aged 87 years, 9 months.
place in left field in the eighth inning. tables, plates being laid for about 340, voted "That
Saturday.
it
to
revive
is
expedient
In
brotha
few
vacant
seats.
Lewlston,
of
Masonic
true
there
and
tion of the power
Sept. 10, Charles McKlnnon of
The throw caught a man at the plate
being only
Mrs. Elinor Porter, wife of Dea. W.
Oxford, aged 3!) years.
After all were in place, Worshipful and re-establish the Oxford Lodge.
love in such way as only he can do H.
and it would be hard for a professional
erly
at her daughter's home
died
In
Porter,
Lovell,
Sept. 8, Mrs. Marcla C., wife of
Master II. R. Farris extended greetings June 22d following another meeting was it.
to make a better throw.
Exceedingly beautiful in its lan- at Conway, Ν. Π., Monday, Sept. 2d. Elwcll Andrews.
South
in
the
held
academy
building,
West
and
asked
Rev.
Fredit
In
in
its
those
to
and
Sumner,
Sept. 14, Frederick A. Farrar,
and
The game ended at six o'clock
delivery,
present,
impressive
guage
She was a resident of Norway for over a'
aged 78 years.
to return Paris. As most of the active Masons at was a revelation to those who had never
darkness bothered some in the last two erick Newport of Oxford
The services and
a century.
of
In
West
Sumner,
Sept. 13, Fairfield Farrar,
quarter
thanks, after which the party were seat- this time resided at Norway it was voted before heard him on such an occasion, interment wore at West Sumner.
innings.
aged i>8 years.
ed and proceeded to diecnss the supper. to petition the Grand Lodge to remove to and to all it was a treat.
The score:"
Fred W. Sanborn, editor, and Henry
Oxford Lodge is noted for its hos- Norway, and on the 5th of May, ltv>4, the
"Auld Lang Syne," sung by the au- B.
Foster, clothier, have been appointed
pitality and its success in providing for Grand Lodge permanently located the dience, closed the programme, and all or elected by the Board of Trade to agiα. κ.
A.B. K. H.H. P.O.
the
town.
its
removal
in
this
On
lodge
all
"inner
man"
on
the wants of the
went home in the early hours of Oxford tate the
υ
9
2
3
3
...5
C. Shaw, c
question of a road roller. If
0 kinds of occasions.
5
3
110
Its supper at this lodge occupied a building belonging to Lodge's second century, with memories
8. Wheeler, ρ
the gentlemen can in any way improve
0
1
:
2
1
4
lo
Johnson, l b
was prepared and served under the Brother Henry W. Millett, which stood of tho occasion which will long endure.
time
0
5
2
the condition of Norway's streets they
112
Parsons, i-b
across the street from 1the Posent
13 immediate direction of the committee of just
5
3
12
E. Shaw, 3-b
It is a most
rewarded.
be
shall
surely
The building
John's Letter.
3 arrangements, and fully maintained the Congregational church.
2
13
4
2
H. C. Fletcher, s.s
0
worthy work, truly. Let us all help
10
S
12
Davie, l.f
of the lodge.
The menu has since been moved and forms a part
A good delegation from East Hebron them.
ο
ο reputation
ο
ο
ι
1
Curtis, l.f
of the reeidenco of Brother William C.
mashed
on
visited
Mountain
0
escalloped
0
potatoes,
0
2
1
Grange
4
comprised
H. Shaw.c.f
Grange
Carrie Tucker is the new book-keeper
DON'T
0
1
0
0
1
.....4
Bowker, r.f...
oysters, cold meats, hot rolls, salads, Cole. Oct. 19, the same year.
Saturday, the 7th. The day was perfect for C. B. Cummings & Sons.
etc., and it was a take a lease of the hall now being fitted as the average day in June, and unless
fruit,
coffee,
astry,
j
of
six
to
wear glasses bewant
15
While Frank Ross, about
12
15
27
7
10
years
Totals
up by Mixer & Watson. This was what is
most appetizing and satisfying repast.
Appearances are dcceitful each and all age, was crossing Main Street the first
or some
cause
of
and
since
the
MASONS.
now
prejudice
nail,
seaGrange
enlarged
Felt the influence of the sunshine, the of the
Following the supper, the short
week, he was thrown down by a
A.B. Κ. 11.H. HO. A. E.
other foolish notion. Specson erf speech making was
opened by lodge continued to occupy it until Maj, surroundings and the associations. There
was
he
υ
ο
When
β
2
team.
3
2
c
up
picked
Record,
passing
1808 when it moved to the upper story was
tacles are essential to the
4
111X0 Worshipful Master Farris, who spoke
nothing to mar the harmony. There unconscious, but the accident resulted
Clason. ρ
1 especially of the lirst tenet of a Mason's of Dennison's store, which was burned I was some
9
1
5
2
2
talk from visitors and
Gray, 1-b
good
to the little fellow.
of many kinds of beadno
serious
cure
in
injury
5
0
0
3
2
1
Λ. Wheeler, 2-b
love, and its in- in the great fire of 1804.
home-folks on the question, "What con3
0 profession, brotherly
1
4
Frank Seavey of Portsmouth, Ν. H.,
4
2
Titcomb, «j
aches and nerve troubles.
At a special meeting held in April, stitutes an
fluence on individuals and communities.
farmer?" The talk
ο
0
ο
0
1
3
b
up-to-date
3
Stanley,
1861. the application of a man was re- shut me out of that class. Am, and al- is with his mother, Mrs. James Smith,
0
1 He then introduced to give an historical
There is nothing else that
0
4
0
1
Strickland, c.f
this week.
0
0
ο
ο
1
II. G. Fletcher, r.f......5
sketch of the lodge, its secretary, ceived, a ballot was had and the lodge ways have been an old-fashioned farmer.
will relieve them if they
ο
ο
Francis Danforth, after a summer on
1
0
1
4
Chesbro, l.f
his
him
to
degrees
give
Howard D. Smith, one of the best known proceeded
Don't think that I have enlarged greatly
is at home with his father.
come from the eyes.
Cod,
Cape
undue
haste
for
the
excuse
such
the
being
4 Masons in the state, who has kept
3.1
7
7 *23 14
an the methods of my old-fashioned
Totals,
Annie and Sarah Danforth returned
he had enlisted in the army and
•Κ. Shaw out, eoacher ru nnlng down third base records of Oxford Lodge continuously that
Father, who nover filched from his farm from the Weirs, Ν. H., this week, also.
WE TELL YOU
to
to
the
front.
was
about
line.
During
Mr.
Smith
go
for
but fed it, and his farm fed him and bis.
twonty-eight years.
The large elm, corner of Main and
the continuance of the civil war many iiud
Score by Innings.
as follows:
his debts, and he left this Pleasant
spoke
paid
The
cut.
has
been
where they come from after
Streets,
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9—Total.
candidates wore taken by dispensation world and entered another owing no roan
hie*
ut
troo was nearly dead.
MK. bMiill s moiuni
our examinations.
I 0 5 1 1 0 3 1 x—12
and rushed through the degrees for the
K.of 1"
making
I
do—if
not
to
which
uphope
anything,
Clerk narry Clark at the Beal's House
1 00000240—7
Masons
In April, 1804, nine ap- to-date.
same reason.
Worshipful Master and Brethren ;
Two-base hits, K.
has nccopted a position as clerk at notel
Karned rune. K. of P. 4.
We bave assembled to celebrate the plications were received under dispensaAs my boys lnjvo all left me to grub
First
Shaw. Johnson, Λ. Wheeler, Chesbro.
Essex, Boston. W. II. Motley, former
S.
one hundredth anniversary of old Ox- tion
I fear that some of the candidates
base on b'lle.otf Wheeler 12; off Clason 2 Struck
ilong alone, why, I just grub. An old clerk at tho Beal's House, will fill the
of
an
institusurvival
The
5.
in
hurried
manner
wore
hardLetton
bases,
ford
this
taken
Wheeler
CI
aeon
6,
out, by
by
Lodge.
man with more than sixty years behind
will
be
Double plav, Johnson tion for one hundred
Masons 14; Κ of I*. 7.
poeition hereafter. Mrs. Motley
years is certainly lv a credit to the order. June 24, 1WJI, him can
EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,
hardly be expected to keep up Mrs. Allen's head trimmer this season.
unassisted. First base on errors, k. of I*. 2;
of importance in estimat- the lodge attended the centennial anniMasons ti. Hit by pitched ball, by Wheeler 1; an argument
with the procession. And the desire is
It is fitting that some ob- versary of the introduction of Masonry 1
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
Clason 1. Umpire, Fred Shaw. Scorer, Thayer. ing its worth.
Oxford Pomona Orange.
(vanting, and big crops are not an allureservance be had of such an event.
into Maine at Portland.
1 ment. Ploughing and harrowing and
in
October.
first
Slaughter ot tne innocents.
Time,
Tueeday
It is well known to most of you that
March ô, 18G3, it was voted to amend
for hoed crops are not on the
It seems that bons are not the only some two years ago I was appointed a the by-laws by the addition of these preparing
Placo, Frederick Robie Grange, Otisfield.
for mo.
program
in
are
which
of
for
tbe
write
committee to
words : "This lodge shall not under any
looking
game
dogs
history
up
WANTED.
Top-dressing for grass, which is the Routine work.
Paris. Sheep have always been game the lodge, and you may fear that I am circumstances voluntarily become the
and trustprincipal thing, has been my practice for Business.
A married man,
for certain dogs, and some large bills going to take advantage of your helpless creditor of any member of the lodge.
ι number of years, and that is what I
Conferring flfth degree.
to work on my farm in East
have been paid in past years for the condition and indict all of that history This provision has ever since been re-1
half
hour.
worthy,
Woman's
jet in abundance. Sowed a small piece
work they have done, but the record bas upon you. I assure you I shall do noth- tained.
It was adopted because the
Question "How does Influence affect the na- Oxford, Me., for year or more, to
jf Japanese millet in June, and it will tion?"
Opened by Sinter Shedd.
been put out of sight within the past ing of the sort. The history is being lodge loaned some money to one of its
commence about the middle of OctoIlave
a drought surprisingly.
SI uslc by choir.
bridge
week. Most of the sheep killing in the prepared and will in due season be print- members and had considerable difficulty
Recess.
Adcut a second crop of lodged clover,
just
ber, next. Reference
P. M.
past has been done in the western part ed, and you can then take your own in collecting it.
I jnd if it rots on the ground you musn't
Geo. O. Robinson, R. F. D.
dress,
of the town, in the region of High time in reading it. What I shall say at
In May, 1880, a committee was chosen
cbolr.
Music
by
The
;all me slack and lazy and shiftless.
Address of welcome, Worthy Master Green- No. 2, South Paris, Me.
Street, and this job was done in the tbis time will be very brief. As our to look into the matter of a Masonic weather
department has interfered with leaf of Frederic Roble Grange.
Within a circle of a mile legal friends would express it I shall lay building to be owned by the lodge and I
same vicinity.
well-laid
Sept. 17th, 1907.
Reading, Bear Mt. Grange.
plans.
diameter, on and around Cobble Hill, the foundation of the case, and tbe at the meeting in July it was voted to I my
Norway Grange.
Triphena and Paulina are filled plum Hong,
of
Jackson
Paris
8.
E.
Grange.
about forty-five sheep have been killed superstructure will be beautifully erect- buy a lot either alonff or in company with
Essay,
full with millet and clover night and
"Which 1· the most profitable way
MYRON H. WATSON,
by dogs within a week. Such a whole- ed by tbe distinguished speakers who the Chapter. In February, 18S7, the morning, and show their thankfulness ofQuestion
feeding our stock?" Opened by George II.
sale slaughter was never seen before. are to follow me.
committee made a lengthy report recomCummlngs of CrodBl River Grange.
down."
Piano
by
"giving
Tuning and Fine Repairing.
The sh^ep belonged to W. F. Foster and
One-half hour l^xhargo of lccturer of FredOn page :{G4 of the reprint of the pro- mending that a building be erected the
W. D. Irish and wife are spending a eric
RobWGrange.
E. W. Penley of this town, and A. F. ceedings of the Grand Lodge of Massa- coming summer.
OF TROMBONE.
During the summer few days in Waterville.
TEACHER
SKCKKTAUÏ.
Jackson and E. D. Millett of Norway. chusetts under date of Sept. 13, 1807, the building was erected and formally
Mabel has taken a school in WashRefer· to Charles I>. Stacy, Boston.
With the present high prices of sheep appears this item, "The petition for a dedicated to the use of Masonry on the
A HUMANE APPEAL.
burn, Me.
and the law which gives an award of lodge in Oxford County, town of Paris, f>th of January, 1888, by M. W.
3t*tf
South Parle.
Maxim Block,
Fr*nM J. B. Mason takes charge of the ma- A humane citizen of Richmond, Ind.,
is
a
had
above
the
cent
it
Tbis
value,
Grand
Master.
The
erection
was
Ε
petition
fifty per
Sleeper,
again presented.
chinery at the corn factory. lie under- Mr. U. D. Williams, 107 Weet Main St.,
pretty expensive job, and the selectmen on June last been committed to a com- of this building (now occupied by all the itands his business, whatever it is.
HORSES FOR SALE.
says: "I appeal to all persons with weak
are considering putting on a watchman mittee for consideration, it being de- Masonic bodies of this place) was a most
John.
lungs to take Dr. King's New Discovery,
As I am to change my occupation I
to see if the offending dog or dogs can ficient in constitutional recommenda- important event in tbe history of the
the only remedy that has helped me and offer for sale my entire outfit of borses,
be caught.
Hosea B. Whitman.
tion, who reported in favor of the peti- lodge. 1 cannot too highly commend
fully comes up to the proprietor's recom- wagons, slede, harness, etc., as follows:
tion: the lodge to bear the name of Ox- the action of the brethren in its erection.
the
flth
inet.
in
afternoon
of
the
Late
mendation." It eaves more lives than
Special Corporation Meeting.
ford Lodge." A charter was then issued It entailed quite a debt but it was wiped
Flosea B. Whitman died at his home in all other throat and lung remedies put 3 Good Horses, excellent drivers and
A special meeting of South Paris to nineteen Masons bearing date of Sept. out in a few years without any undue
after several weeks of much
workers. Have been used in all
Mexico,
Used as a cough and cold
Village Corporation is called to meet at 14, 1807, naming Ilenry Farwell, Master, exertion on tho part of tho members. suffering. His age was 53 years. In together.
kinds of work and driving.
Tbey
Cures asthma,
cure the world over.
New Hall. Tuesday evening of next Elias Stowell, S. W., and Seth Morse, J. The title is vested in a board of trustees
all work single or double or under
bis death Mexico loses one of its most bronchitis,
croup,
whooping cough,
week, Sept. 24. The articles to be acted W. There is some evidence or rather representing the Lodge, Chapter and
and
citisuccessful
the saddle.
capable
quinsy, hoarseness, and phthisic, stops
on are as follows:
tradition tbat an association composed Council, and so well are matters managed prominent,
He held the office of selectman,
zens.
hemorrhages of the lungs and builds Farm Wagon, almost new, Sulky Plow,
Art. 1. To choose a moderator to preside at of Masons held meetings of some sort that our by-laws and system of accountassessor and overseer of the poor for them
up. Guaranteed at the stores of
said meeting.
to the establishment of the lodge, ing have been adopted by Masonic
Spring Tooth Harrow, Pair Double
several years being chairman of the P. A. Shurtleff & Co. 50 cents and
T<« hear and act upon the report of the prior
A rt.
it is nearly as mythical as the story bodies in other places.
Sleds, Buggy Wagon, Pair Work
committee appointed March 6, l'JWi, relntlve to but
fact until he refused to ac- $1.00. Trial bottlo free.
board—in
The lodge celebrated St. John s Day 1
Harness, Pair Driving Harness,
renewal of contract with the Norway Water Co. of "Good King Arthur" of England.
deanother
He
office
term.
the
cept
Art. 3. To hear and act upon the report of We tind an allusion, and the only one June 24, 1890,
Single Driving Harness.
by an excursion to Port- clared that he had held those offices
A Certain Cure for Aching Feet.
the Assessor* In regard to pumping water from
land where we marched through the dust I
on the lodge records Jan. 18, 1810, when
the brook back of the Norway shoe shop Into
Hill.
Allen's Foot-Ease, α powder; cures Tired, NAPOLEON MARTELL, Paris
long enough and that he had business
the water main», by orders of the Norway Water 512.71 was received from the "Oxford So- for the edification of the citizens and
to attend to, in looking after Aching, Sweating, Swollen feet. Sample sent
Co.
first
meetto delays the
then embarked for Long Island where it enough
also Sample of Foot-Kask Sanitary
Owing
FREE,
ciety."
did
allow
own
affairs.
his
He
however,
Art. 4. To hear and act upon the report of the
Corn-Pad, a new Invention. Address, Allen S.
of the charter members was not held was said there was to be a monster clam
committee appelated July -, 1907, relative to ing
his name used for the office of town Olmsted, Lo Roy, Ν. Y.
until Nov. 12, 1807, when they met in bake. The festive clam was not much
water supply rroin Hall I'ond.
and
for
or
elected
treasurer—was
nearly
Art..'. To see what action the corporation the
upper story of the Hubbard Bouse in evidence, but in a year or so we reten years be served as such. Havcattle and young
will take In relation to buying land and bulldlug
To buy
NOTICE.
on Paris Hill and organized,
receiving ceived a rebate of nine dollars on account quite
reservoirs, and to provide money for that pur
become too ill to attend to the duties
ing
10th of the clams we didn't get, so our hunger
Dec.
for
two
ewes.
degrees.
applications
pose.
of that office he recently resigned. One
Art. «. To appoint a board of water commie
Any one who would like to let breeding
following a code of by-laws was adopted was not entirely in vain.
of the first board of directors of the rooms
sloners to have charge of the construction of the
it was provided that officers
In April, 1891, Wor. Brother Knowland
in
which
during Fair please notify Mrs WALTER S. BUTTERS, Agt.,
for
raised
the
and
to
reservoirs,
money
Rumford National Bank at Rumford
expend
E. Stoneham, Me.
not attending meetings should be fined made a motion that the sum of three
Shaw at Hotel Andrews, at once.
that purpose.
until
bis
37-39
he
a
member
continued
Palls,
fifty cents for each omission unless a dollars bo appropriated annually for the death. He had been prominent in the
Business Notices.
in
was
filed
of
a
excuse
This
reasonable
writing. eupport
library.
simple motion affairs of the East Oxford Agricultural
Some officers I have known would have proved a very important one to the
Ho was a member of Tuscan
From it has Society.
Fal! hats, caps and furnishings are been bankrupt if tbey had lived in those Masons of this vicinity.
I. 0. 0. F., of Dixfleld. FinanLodge,
the
for
will
a
need
of
1400
grown
about
You
something
up
library
days.
ready.
cially he was one of our wealthiest men.
Jane 2d, 1808, voted to recommend volumes, one of the finest In the state.
fair. Come to ue.
Πιβ farm buildings arc among the best
for a lodge at Farmington. Much of its success is due to the *»«irthe
petition
in town. He first married Martha,
Iiead F. H. Noyee Co.'e fall announce- This
also recommended the for- ine efforts of Brother Merton L. Kimball,
lodge
ment in the advertising columns. You
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hazen G. Virmation of lodges at Livermore Falls and the librarian, who has written thousands
of Mexico. His second wifo, who
may be interested.
Kumford. On the 21et of September, of letters and expended much time in its gin
survives him, is Lizzie, daughter of
Dr. Austin Tenney, oculist, will be at 1808, the records say, "Entered the Grand care. This library has done more to Mr. and Mrs. Samuel S. Dorr of Mexico.
Office
Will be at his
his Norway office, Tuesday, Sept. 24, and Lodge, procession formed and marched bring the Masons of this town into Throe children
by his first wife survive
It athis ad. in another column will interest to the meeting house, oration, Installa- prominence than anything else.
and
two
about
17
years old,
him—Virgil,
tion, etc., proceeded to the Hubbard tracts much attention from visitors and
you.
daughters, aged 14 and 11; and a son
House, dined, etc." None of the names is a credit to tho fraternity.
his second mar5
old
about
W. J. Wheeler will havo an exhibit of
years
by
Feb. IP, 1894, the ball was lighted with
of the grand officers are given, neither
pianos, player-pianos and organs, in the do we know what the etc. consisted of, electricity for the first time, quite a riage. He leaves two sisters, Mrs.
to θ
Chester A. Knox and Mrs. Henry P.
Exhibition Hall aU South Paris, during
although it was very plenty on the change from the tallow candles used at Holt, both of Mexico.
Oxford County fair. Everybody is inever ofiered in Oxford
Dr.
will
fit
at
lowest
its first meeting.
records.
glasses
vited to inspect these instruments and
March 11, 1896, was held the first
the lodge appears to have
10,
1809,
Killed
Live
May
fine
by
some
have
I
see the player-piano.
had its first official inspection when R. ladies' night and I well remember how
trados in second hand pianos and organs
Solid Gold Frames at
District Deputy Grand Master, very anxious was the Master, Brother
W.,
per
fair
the
with
prices right. During
He eaid JOSEPH FARRAR, A LINEMAN, ELECTROJames D. Hopkins, made an official Bradbury, who instituted it.
Gold
Filled Frames at $1.00 to $2.00 per
inon
made
be
any
special prices will
AT
would
come
CUTED
RUMFORD
FAI.LS.
eat
to
visit.
they
in,
supper, listen
struments exhibited in the hall or wareιst
Lenses, 50c. per
Nov. IS, 1S09, Joab Hunt of Boston the entertainment and then sit and look
rooms that will be worthy the attention
Πβ
was chosen proxy to the Grand Lodge, at each other and hate themselves.
and up.
Lenses
for
Paris.
in
the
$1.00 per
a
lineman
South
S.
of all. Billings Block,
Farrar,
Joseph
which position be held for many years, was very happily disappointed and the
of the Rumford Falls Light and
and up.
employ
Shur-on
and
latest
this
of
out,
$1.00
member
a
ladies'
was
never
thing
annual
he
Mountings,
of
Oxford
nighte
Lodge Water Co., was electrocuted Tuesday
At Concert Hall, Norway, Wednesday although
are the event of the year.
the
corner of
while
at
work
at
afternoon
evening, Sept. 18th, at 8, Ben Hur dis- lodge.
WARRANTED.
ALL WORK FULLY
Feb. 25,1897, the lodge in connection
May 17, 1810, voted to accept the inand Free Streets at Rumford Falls.
solving colored views, two illustrated vitation
of Cumberland Lodge, New with the Chapter and Council celebrated High
some mishap he came in contact with Office
songs and moving pictures from "The
By
Over Chas. P.
Main
to join with them in cele- the extinguishment of the debt on the
Passion
Play.'· Thursday evening, Gloucester,
a live wire while at work on a pole, and
tbe festival of St. John the Bap- Masonic building, an occasion for much
includbrating
subjects,
An inquest was
was instantly killed.
moving pictures, eight
was followed for rejoicing.
For tbe first time in the
24.
tist. This custom
ing "The Life of An American Fireheld, and a verdict retarned to the effect
one year the meeting ninety years of its existence the lodge
man/' in seven series, four illustrated several years,
the
accident
was due to the neglithat
Cates
Rumford
Falls
At
the
and
Office,
Block,
BP*
able
to
own
Gloucester
was
Its
free
from
held
in
New
every
home
debt.
"The being
of the deceased.
songs, dissolving views shewing
June 21st, 1907, the third degree was gence
at Paris. I wish tbe custom might
Seven Ancient Wonders of the World," next
Mr. Farrar was a native of Italy, but
K.
Albion
Parris,
with
tie
worked
aid
of
Past
nineteen
revived.
be
Sept. 26,
noted buildings, statuary, scenery, eto.
has been at Rumford Falls since the beof Maine, was elect- Masters, all niembers of this lodge.
It
Concerning these entertainments clergy- afterwards governor
ginning of its modern growth, and was a
attracted
a
attendance
and
while
master.
ed
large
of
New
men in different parts
England
man highly respected.
He was about
April 28, 1814, "Voted to choose a the work was not quite so smooth as it 45 years
of age, and leaves a wife and
testify: "The pictures could not be exto make arrangements for might have been, etill the meeting was
committee
an
artistic
one
each
gem."
being
several children.
celled,
tbe foundation stone of the court voted a success.
Plush
for
The entertainment» will be given by F. laying
The last meeting in the century was
which is to be ereoted in this
To Fair Exhibitors.
E. Corbett of Providence, R. I. Tickets, honse,
and
Plush
both
from
to 12.00.
to
Double
a
and
held
and
first
to
the
and
deposit
August 23,1907,
plate
procure
place
Exhibitors at Oxford County Fair will
adults, 2"> cento; children, 10 cento.
under the same." It was also voted to second degrees were worked.
close
bear
entries
in
that
all
mind
I am
please
these robes from 10 to 20 per cent, lower
invite the lodges at Livermore Falls,
During the past hundred years, o49 Tuesday,
THE TOUCH THAT HEALS.
Sept. 17th, at 12 o'clock noon,
than the present market price of such rooes, as I bought
Bncklen's Arnica Fryeburg and Brldgton to join in per- different persons have received one or except for races, which close Sept. 10th.
Is the tonch of
duties of tbe day. There is more degrees or have been admitted to
them low and I shall give my customers the advantage
Salve. It's the Jiappiest combination of forming the
the record· to show membership.
F. H. Noyes Co.'s stores, Sonth Paris
of the low
.,
Arnica flowers and healing balsams ever nothing upon
tb· whether or not the duties were ever
Forty-one different brethren have held and Norway, will be open the .first two
compounded. No matter how old
the honorable position of Master.
cure it. performed.
evenings of the fair.
sore or ulcer is, this salve will
For the first twenty-five years all busi"Sept 25, 1817, a committee was apFor burns, scalds, cuts, wounds or piles,
the
for
Fall suits, rain coats, top coate, ready
ness
ted
held
to
were
when
on
a
meetings
provide proper place
open
it has no eqnal. Guaranteed by F, A.
Ol
lge to convene.*' It seems that entire the first degree. I And that quite a nam- for you. F. H. Noyes Co.
Norway, BCalne.
Shurtleff & Co. 26 cento.

harmony did

mAprU

The usual fair ball will be given iu
New Hall Wednesday evening of this
Music by Stearns' Orchestra,
week
uu'ier whose auspices the ball is given.
Mrs.
her I

T*he Norway Band gave Ita last week' β I Oxford Lodge Celebrates Centennial.
concert Saturday night, and aa it waa
tine evening, there was η good crow
I INTERESTING OCCA9ION OBSERVED ΒΪ
out to enjoy it.

you

compound

will

prices.

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.

Stores,]»™»»··[Maine.

3

SUMMER STORE—PARIS HILL.

F.

F.

SHURTLEFF * CO.

A.

A. SHTItTLEFF A

CO.
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FAIR,

THE

TO

COME

Sept. 17, 1β, 1S, 1907,
And while here it will be

Boots
Our

new

grades
to $4.00.

from

short,

now

$1.50

to

prices

time to

buy

a new

of

Shoes.

in and

we

will be

pleased

to

Our stock is larger and
right. For men we have all

look.

are

pair

$5.00. For ladies all grades from $1.50
styles and all kinds of stock, in

All the latest

we

you will

are

to all who care to

better than ever, and

good

or

Fall lines

goods

show

a

have all kinds of footwear for the whole family,
have a chance
money if you buy here. Let us

save

to prove our statements.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Opera

House

Block, Norway, Maine.

Teleph.ono 112-8.

■a

FALL AND WINTER

is

Clothing
now

see

ready.

the

new

Come in and
We

goods.

love to display the
ions. Our autumn

new

fash-

showings

are very becoming for both
young and old. These suits
The
are most serviceable.
fabric from which they are
made has been thoroughly
Cut by fashionable
tested.

tailors, sewed by skilled
workmen, elegant in design,
tastily made and trimmed.

Prices Moderate.
Men's Suits

$5.00 to $18.00.

Boys' Suits
$1.50 to $5.50.

Copyriilil 1907
Th« House ol Kuppeohtuntl
Qiictfo

Rain Coats $10.00 to

$15.00.

ALSO A LARGE LINE OF FURNISHINGS
SUITABLE FOR FALL AND WINTER.

J.

F. PLUMMER,
31 Market

FurnUher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106*3.

Special Sale of Plush Robes
Single

Robes,
selling

prices.

»

Kin

Robes

ί

$1.50,1.65,1.75, 2,00:
$3.00
plain
fanoy,

JAMES N. FAVOR, mgJNF™
Utaln St.,

McM)
We had at our Portland office during the laat two weeks of July twenty
call· (or competent office help, and could supply only tlx, owing to the fact that
our graduate* are all placed.
Is better proof of the value of our courte of study
82-44
needed? Send for our 48 page 1907 catalog.

P. La. SHAW, President.

9

"AS GOOD AS GOLD!"
That is what

our

Perolin
Perolin

a

Δ

THE

small

profit

from the sale of the article, and you

GOODS.

THE

OF

SUPERIORITY

get

FROM

PROFIT

BIG

For Sale By

J. P. Richardson,
in sweeping your house,
Enjoin the Ranks and use PEROLIN Your
neighbors will think
or factory—it prevents dust from flying.
are already in the Ranks.
more of you for using it, especially those who

office

Ready-To-Wear

GERMAN SALAD.

No. 234.—Jack and Jill.
(Supply blauks lu this rhyme.)

Have six eggs boiled very hard, and
when cold, slice them. Take one small
head of cabbage and one large boiled
to Jill, beet. Cut up tbe cabbage very fine as
."
you do for slaw, season it with pepper
and salt. Place this on a fiat dish, piled
No. 235.—Harvest Scene.
quite high, and arrange around it alternate slices of beet and egg. Whip to a
thick froth one pint of cream and pour
For the American taste
over the whole.
a good French dressing might be preferthe
cream.
red to

and Jill went up the
;
Jill was crose and
**—. come, my dear." quoth
"
cool, and you'll be

A familiar sight during the harvest
season.—Farm and Fireside.

N. Dayton Bolster & Go.
Full Line of

Talmar

The Celebrated
Brand Yarn in

Scotch,

Spanish, Saxony and Floss

Grades.

—

ALSO

—

"Phillip" and "Aroostook" brands

of Country Yarn.
The

lengthing evenings

are

favorable

OS MARKET
SOUTH

the

to

knitting

habit

SQUARE],
MAIN 33

PARIS,

incèi)

Kill

weeks of July twenty
We had at our Portland office during the last two
to the fact that
call· for competent office belp, and could supply only six, owing
Is better proof of the value of our course of study
our graduates are all placed.
32-44
needed? Send for our 46 page 1907 catalog.

F. L.

ALMST
AS

GOOD
AS
A
DAILY
NEWS-

PAPER.

•

a»
newspaper for busy people, almost
and your Rural Free Delivery Carrie)
brings it to your door three times every week. and
Fridays,
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
not
If you live in the village or on a farm and have
toncb
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close
cost.
with all important news of the world at a very small
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
with
TRIBUNE is only f 1.50 per year, but you can secure it
Oxford Democrat,
The
local
favorite
own
newspaper,
your

is a metropolitan
good aa a daily,

Pavers One Year lor $2.25.

·

of peas. Before filling the centers, mix the vegetables with a French
Just as you serve it, pour
dressing.

cupful

ο

ο

ο

·

over a

}οο···οο8.

sample

copy.

FRENCH

No. 238.—Double Beheadings and Cur-

DRESSING.

one-third
The usual proportions
tailings.
much vinegar as oil, and to every four
(Transpose as necessary.)
of
oil
and
vinegar one
tablespoonfule
Doubly behead auil curtail In that re- ealtepoonful of salt and one-half saltspect ami have: 1. To attenuate. 2. spoonful of pepper. For a tomato salad
a dash of dry mustard is considered an
Before. 3. Earlier than.
improvement. Always stir salad dressAnswer.—Th-ere-in, thin, ere.
with a wooden spoon.
1. Doubly liehead and curtail where- ing
2.
upon and have: 1. An exclamation.
Sooner than.
2. Doubly behead and curtail employs
and have: 1. Preeeived. 2. Something
commonly used by robbers to Induce

slleuce.
8. Doubly behead and curtail wani
ders and have: 1. A girl's name. 2. An
ecclesiastical dignitary sulM>rdlnate to
a

bishop.

1.
2.
8.
4.

A
A
A

A

No. 239.—A Menagerie.
(Fouud In geography.)
city on Lake Erie.
gulf ou the border of France.
river lu Wisconsin.
lake between Utah and Idaho.

Why. muwcr. why Τ
Can't little boys Jump to the moon If

they
try?
Ashes
An- why can't they swim Just like
an' flngs?
An' why does the little birdies have wings
An' live little boys have to wait till they
die?
Why. muvver. why?
—Century Magazine.

Key to the Puzzler.
No. 224.—Missing Letters:
August Is the sultry time.
Month of most vacations.
When mankind likes to find
Freezing bill of rations!
Ripened fruit and corn In ear
August glveth to the year.

1.

Leon.

Quick changes froito
back again try etrong

ΟΛΙ^ΛΙ».

This is made with apples, pears and
peaches. This is very nice served at the
end of dinner with crackers and cream
cheese. Peel the apples and
cut them into dice, covering with lemon
inice as vou progress, to keep them
from being discolored. Slice some r.pe
peaches and chill in ice water. Toss all
together just before serving. Dress with
oil and lemon juice and Rprinkle the top
with finely chopped mint.

pears^and

ΤΟΜΑΤΟΕ8

AND KICK.

Select firm, ripe tomatoes of even size,
cut a slice from the top and scoop> out
the center. Boil two tabiespoonfuls of
rice in one quart of boiling water f
ten minutes, then pour off the
melt two tablespoonfuls of butter in a
email pan, add one small onion chopped
fine, remove the seed
pepper and chop it fine, 41 this to the
onion and butter, fry slowly for five
minutes, then add the scooped-out part
of the tomato; season with salt and pepFill the tomatoes
per and add the rice.
with this mixture. Place them with the
the
down
on
open top
-pan, brush over
with melted butter and bake twenty-five
minutes.

^fl°.ne J*1®?"

APPLE

No. 225.—'Two Presidents: Martin
Van Bnren. Thomas Jelfereon.
No. 226.—Enigma: You, till, I, tea-

utility.

Kl 53ΙΛΛ

^ater;

Why, Oh, Why?

•

as

are

STUFFED

No. 2U0.—Anagram Words: Dletant
lonesome.
No.
230.—Geographical Transposi2. Plerr(e).
tions: 1. Maco(n). coma.
rli>er. 3. Dayto(n), today. 4. Sale(m),
6eal. 5. Erl(e), ire. C. Trento(n), rotten.
7. Oraug(e), groan. 8. Boeto(n),
boots. 9. Tucso(n), scout 10. Leno(x),

8NOW.

Pare ant quarter six apples and cook
them with a little water until tender
enough to beat to a pulp. Add some
lemon peel to the water wM'ethey^re
Let this cool a little, while
cooking.
you beat stiffly the whites of five eggs.
Mix about four ounces of
sugar with the apples and add the eggs,
until
the
mixture
is
firm
beating
enough
tostand by itself.
Cut some sponge
cake into small rounds and heap up the
enow on the separate pieces.
If 7°°
have no suitable cake at hand, put.the
snow in a glass dish or in HtUe glass
Garnish with tiny
cups or tumblers.
pieces of current or apple jelley.

P^dered

VEAL

CAKE.

Mince one pound of lean veal and onehalf pound of streaky bacon, add to
them one tablespoonful of
°°®
gill of veal stock, the grated rind of half
a lemon, a little parsley and a seasoning
of salt and pepper. Press this mixture
into a well-buttered mold or pan, decorate the inside with slices of hard-boiled
Cover with buttered paper and
eege
bake in a moderate oven for an hour and
half
Turn out when quite cold. Uarnish with slices of lemon. ™β*·Ιβ
"I
other way of preparing it.
Cut roast
veal Into neat slices, lay these in » «old
alternately with a few slices of bam or
Between the layers, which
tongue.
should be well seasoned with salt »nd
Den per, place thin ellces of cold hardboiled eggs; when the mold is full, pour
in a little rich stock or good gravy.
Bake for half an hour and turn out
when cold.
«

hot to cold and
constitutions and
cause, among other evils, nasal catarrh,
a troublesome and offensive disease.
The above illustration is from a photograph of the Plant Industry Lui!dD. C.
It is locatod i:i the
Sneezing and snuffling, coughing and
ing. U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington,
difficult breathing, and the drip, drip of
The Government abo
heart of the city and is covered with Paroid Hoofing.
the
foul discharge into the throat—all
uses Paroid bccause it
It
etc.
warehouses,
barracks,
for
stables,
uses Paroid
are ended by Ely's Cream Balm.
This
its
finds nothing
e<|ual.
honest and positive remedy contains no
Paroid is the ideal roofinç for barns, stables, sheds, poultrv houses, warecocaine, mercury, nor other harmful infor roofing or siding. It is perhouses, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable
gredient. The worst cases are cured in
grape catsup.
and cinder proof, light slate color,
manent in character, is easy to lay, is spark
a short time.
All druggists, 50c., or
iu summer.
Take sour grapes and remove them
contains no tar, does not crack and d<>„*s not run
mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street,
from the stems, put them into a kettte
What is good for the Government w ill be good foryou. Write for free sample
New York.
and name of nearest dealer.
with onlv enough water to keep them
of Paroid and see what it is. Also ask tor booklet
(aria
lad
building
fi·"»
poultry
of
from burning.
Cook
book
up-to-date
very .oft
S«ad a 2 Mai t**t (or
Her Poor Nerve*.
with a wopden si»on.
Then
stirring
his
asked
wife
as he was be"John,"
He.
South
Measure the
run them through a sieve.
S. P. MAXIM &.
ginning to dream that he had patented pulp and for
every three pints allow two
something and made a million, "did you cupfuls of brown sngar, one cupful of
lock the front door?"
vinegar and a large teaspoonful each of
"Yes."
ground allspice, mace, cinnamon, pepper,
"The pantry window's open!"
salt and one-half a teaspoonful of
"No 'taint, I shut it."
cloves. Boll steadily until the mixture
down
turn
and
off
the
"Hurry
gas is half reduced and Is thick. As soon as
stove.
I'm almost sure Hulda forgot
it Is cold bottle and cork and seal It.
and left it burning when she went to
STUFFED PEACHES.
bed."
"No, 's all right. I looked."
Take medium-sized peaches, wash and
The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano,
"You didn't fasten the side screen takeout the stones.
Cover with salt,
are all first class, high grade instruments, and are sold for just as low door.
Go and hook it or it'll flap all water and let stand over night.
Inι the
and
us
awake."
keep
Also I have night
morning fill the center wlth grated horn
"
money as they can be sold for the quality of the instrument.
'S all right. I hooked it."
small
seed
and
a
a
little
radish,
celery
on hand.
Prices
several medium grade pianos. A large stock
"John Pritchard, get up quick. Don't piece of ginger root
Tle each peach
χ urn
and we will try and interest you in you know that I shan't be able to go to «ith a string and pack in jars,
low, terms easy. Send for
sleep tonight unless you go and look over them heated vinegar with
market.
on
that
are
the
best
the
around to see whether you haven't for- spice to taste. Seal your jars and do not
pianos
gotten something? My goodness, it's a open before Thanksgiving, "hen you
wonder you haven't driven me into will find them a nice relish with your
nervous prostration long before this!"—
turkey.—By Mrs. Sarah Moore In MoEx.
Call's Magazine.

unli

Paris,

SON, Agents,

!nd
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always

catalogue
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The Janitor's wife allowed berselt
to hesitate and was lost. "There's an
apartment y>u might use for awhile
Miss Marjore; It wouldn't cost any
thing, and jour little mite of monej
would last l-tnger.

face
young
"Martha,
you always
were a dear. Just like you used to be
when you ai d Bob lived on the farm
next to our place."
I
Martha Jordan nodded her head.
never thought I'd live to see you without a relative, coming to work for
your living lu the city. Miss MarRrle.

Kershaw's

Marjorle
brightened.

she said dolefully.
Toor old
The girl's face clouded.
father! He never knew how to manI believe It was the
age things.
thought of leaving me unprovided for

that hastened his death."
Mrs. Jordan took a latchkey from
behind the clock. "Dearie. J«lght
us well use the flut-lt won t do an>
harm, and It will u.ake your money
Dr. Ingram wont
hold out longer,

know the difference."
The girl reveled in the luxury of the
apartment. Accustomed to the plainness of a rambling old country house,
the Turkish rugs and the artistic furnishings seemed the height of mag-

nificence. She succeeded In securing a
position to teach primary music lu a
private school, after much worry and

many letters written by the rector of
her home church. She was to board
and room at the school when the tenu
commenced, and she thought regretfully of giving up her present artletl

energv on the first piece, for. yawning
In the coming twilight, she leaned
back on the pillows of the couch, the
silver spread around on the floor, and
fell fast asleep.
If old Mrs. Van I^ear had uot chosen
to get sick and to have refused to allow any one except her i>et physician
to look after her. John Ingram would
have conformed to Mrs. Joidan
opinion, ami never have known anything alK)Ut it. As it was. he let himself Into his apartment that night

Put the yolk of an egg in a small bowl
·
·
•
and beat with a good egg-beater, adding
oil drop by drop until tbe mixture begins to tbioken, then add the oil more
ο
ο
ο
freely. When too stiff to beat easily add
4.
β.
a
one teaspoonful of lemon juice or vineFrom 1 to 2. -in that place; from 3 to gar, then beat in oil again until stiff.
Alternate oil and vinegar or lemon jnice
4, to subdue; from 5 to G, to alarm suduntil one cupful or more of oil has been
over
to
to
7
from
again.
go
8,
denly;
used. Season with a little dry mustard, about 9.
To
«...
smite
Across—1.
hi*
Inclosed square:
salt and red pepper, or, better still, papReaching for the electric light,
gently. 2. Before. 3. Consumed. rika.
and
stumbled over his silver teapot
Downward—1. A vegetable. 2. Skill.
COOKED DRESSING.
the girl on the couch sat up suddenly,
3. A term used In golf.
Beat two whole eggs or four yolks, her sleepy eyes bllnl.lng from the
She gave oue gasp, then
adding four tablespoonfule of hot vine- light.
No. 237.—Crossword Enigma.
gar, and cook over hot water until thick, straightened herself on the couch, her
My first is In new. but not In old.
Remove from the feet braced firmly on the lloor.
stirring constantly.
My second Is in heat, but not In cold.
fire and add gradually four tablespoonlie stood Still, his astonishment,
My thlrtl la in çrow, but not In daw.
with salt and
In
Ilaw.
fule
of
olive
oil.
Season
My fourth Is In error, but not
aided by the silver teapot, giving him
In
land.
not
but
add
oneand
to
use
Is
in
sea.
when
fifth
My
ready
pepper,
of detected guilt.
half cupful of cream. The best propor- the appearance
My sixth is in music, but not in band.
"Aren't you—ashamed of yourself,
My se venth is In tin, but not In ore.
tion of seasoning in all dressings is one
My oiphth is in center, but not in core.
teaspoonful of salt, one-quarter of a tea- she asked sternly.
My ninth Is In sawyer, but not in saw.
"I don't seem able to analyze my
of mustard and one-quarter
My whole is the mother of invention and spoonful
teaspoonful each of two kinds of pepper. feelings." the doctor said doubtfully.
knows no law.
'•To think of a man breaking into a

—

you a free

thick mayonnaise.

MAYONNAISE DRES9ING.

No.
227.—Diagonal: Napoleon.
Negative. 2. Casement. 3. Lapidary.
4. Scholars. 5. Trifling. (J. Opponent
Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat, 7. Operator. 8. Musicians.
No. 228.
niddcn Foets: Robert
Sonth Paris, Maine.
Your name aud address on a postal card to THE NEW- •Burns.
John
Keats.
Edgar Poe.
will
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE. New-York City,
Thomas Hood.

bring

IThe Intruders!

Q*Mrs.

cut-up

ο

ο

ο

SHAW, President.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

7.

5.

a

"Do you tliink I might?' she asked

Take one cupful of rice and boil rapidJordan received one afternoon
for ten minutes, putting a teaspoona letter telling her when to have the
ful of salt in tbe water. Drain tbe rice
Kershaw
and put it in a double boiler with two rooms ready-ami Marjorle
that
cupfuls of cold milk, cover and steam sprinkled the doctor's plants
While hot night.
until the milk is absorbed.
She determined to make some paysprinkle with half a teaspoonful each of
So she
salt and paprika and pour into a ring ment for her free lodging.
mold which has been greased with but- took from the top of the bookcase the
If you have no ring mold, use a
ter.
old silver tray with its tea service.
vegetable or pudding dish, and when She would l»ollsh the doctor's silver
leavout
the
turn
it
cut
center,
out,
you
and leave his apartments in good coning a round cavity, which can be filled
with
beets and carrots and one dition. She probably spent tto much

ly

No. 236.—Intersecting Words.

a

SALAD.

VEGETABLE

Maine.

Have Received

and

uce.

Hats.

Wheeler,

South Paris,

Novel and Appetizing Supper
Luncheon Dishes.

TOMATO JELLT WITH CUCUMBERS.
No. 232.—A Puzzle In Number*.
Take one pound and a half of ripe toTake one hundred; add a cipher; add
matoes and strew until soft enough to
fifty and add five hundred. The result
go through a sieve (except the skin and
will be a common ailment.
eeede). Add to this puree a slice of
onion, one clove, one teaspoonful of vine·
Ne. 233.—Changed Finale.
Heat this and
gar and a pinch of salt.
By altering the last letter of the fol- add half an ounce of gelatine which has
lowing words, change a reed to a strat- been previously soaked in cold water;
stir until tbe gelatine is dissolved. Four
agem; a drink to a number; part of a
mold and set on ice to harden.
into a
ship to a pond; a musical term to a When ring to serve take it from the
ready
portion; urt of government to city offi- mold, by dipping in hot water for an
cers; part of a stove to above; a mu- instant. Place on a
large dish on lettuce
sical interval to a large book; an agri- leaves, and fill the center with cubes of
cultural implement to a conspiracy; a cucumbers and pour over them a maymythical plant to a little animal; an onnaise or French dressing. If preferred
image to condition; a Norse legend to the tomato jelly may be cut up in cubes
and both
a philosopher; an officer who investi- the same as the cucumbers
mixed together and sproad on the lettgates violent deaths to a small crown.

Vails, Fancy Collars and
Cuffs, Millinery Novelties

Miss S. M.

Corrmpondenoe on topic· of lateiwt to the Udle·
Uaoflclted. Addreu: Kdltor Homsmaksm'
Column, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Pari·, Me.

No. 231·—Double Acrostic.
Tbe initials spell a word that deMELON SALAD.
scribes the pitch of a bass voice and
Cat the frait in cubes, being careful to
the finals a measure of length that varind. Make a dressing
ries in different countries. The initials exclude all bard
of olive oil in tbe proportion of three
and finals together spell the name of
tablespoonfule of oil to one of vinegar, a
an American writer of both prose and
little pepper and half a saltspoonful of
verse.
salt. Mix these well together and pour
of
water.
1. A large inland body
Serve very cold in a
over tbe melon.
2. A gem that le popularly supposed salad bowl, or, if you will take the trouto bring ill luck to tbe wearer.
ble, serve the salad from tbe shell of the
8. A material of which many fabrics melon from which the soft part of the
fruit has been cut Garnish with lettof different qualities are made.
uce leaves and chives.

Perolin
I get

The Ρuzzler

who have used PEROLIN.

customer· say

HOXEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

Mr. Justcott—Why, what are you cryA Valuable Lid.
Maine. ing about, dear?
Mrs. Justcott—Oh, Oeorge, the mice
When frying eggs plaœ a lid over the
have got into the pantry and eaten up a skillet. This ensures a. perfectly cooked
beautiful custard pie I made myself.
egg without turning, and safeguards
Mr. Justcott—There, there. Don't cry one's eyes from the explosive popping of
OTfr a few llttl· mice.

the whit· of

egg.—Is.

house and

accusingly.

stealiug—teapots."

she said

•Ί seem to have only one. be hazarded excusingly.
••It's just as bad as a dozen-it s
stealing." her young voice full of

righteous Indignation.

The doctor gripped the teapot and
stared wouderingly at her tumbled
"It doesnt
hair and flushed face.
seem quite as bad to steal Just one;
you seem a little hard on a man.
"1 don't Just know what to do with
you." reflectively. "You see. 1 never
caught a burglar before and dont
Uuow what to do."
«Would you mind my sitting down
while you think it over? Of course I
don't expect you to have much s> mpatby for me-you have never had any
temptation to take things that dldu t

belong to you"—

Her face turned red as she remembered the money she had saved.by
using so;ne one's apartment without

perniteslou.
-"but tonight I
gry"-

was

tired and hun-

"I ml'Mit give you somemiug iu em,
she said hesitatingly. "but I'm afraid
tu take my tinker off this 1*11."
"Let me tlx something to eat," he
suggested, with alacrity. "You sit
still η lid watch tue and ring the bell

if 1 begin to do auythiug suspicious."
He went to a cabinet unil found some
tea. then started the alcohol lauip.
"There aire some olives and sardines
and a box of crackers In the chatiug
dish cabinet." lie said while he put
the kettle to boll.
"You must have ransacked the whole
apartment before I awoke." she said

indignantly.

"Well—er— I do seem to rememlwr
where to And things—that's my profession, you kuow."
"Have you put any of the doctor's
thlugs lu that grip?" She pointed to the

satchel he had left on the tloor.
The doctor scorned to tell a lie, even
A'hen he was cornered. "Only a few
of his collars aud cuffs." extenuating·
ly. "You see. I—rather needed some

tlenu things."
"1 should think you did." Her glance
took in the conl dust spriukled over
his face, the tweed cap Pet raklshb
on his head aud the loose Norfolk
jacket he had worn to travel in. "Even
If you are poor, you might keep your
I wouldn't have blamed
face clean.
you much If vou had taken a cake et
the doctor's soap—be uses awfully nice

•oup," remiuisceutly.

"Would you—er— take a cup of tea,
you above eating with a bur-

or are

glar?"

Her young eyes were hungry—It had
'liven hours since Mrs. Jordan's early
dinner. She hesitated, then held out
her hand.
"I'll take the tea," she said finally,
"and I'm going to tell you why I'm not
going to turn you over to the police."
The doctor allowed Just the proper
amount of surprised Joy to beam In
hie face.
"You are going to let me
go?" he gasped.
She nodded her head aflrmatlvely.
"Yes—because—I'm a thief, too," she
said almost in a whisper.
It was a real emotion that appeared
on the doctor's face then.
"What the
dev—what do you mean?" he gasped.
"Oh—I didn't take teapots—I took—

everything," miserably.

He forked a sardine out of the box
and
settled
himself
comfortably.
"8uppose you tell me about it Maybe
we could help each other out of a
His voice was full of kindhole."
ness.

"I took the whole flat." she said forlornly, and told him bow she bad
yielded to the temptation to save her
little bit of money.
"Little woman, don't you mind.
I
don't itelieve that chump of a doctor
would mind a bit if he knew. If he
did. he wouldn't he much of a man
lu my opinion.
You needn't even
think o* ii, and you can stay here a
week Jouger and be safely cleared
out Itefore be gets back to—the flat,"
be finished lamely.

Full Assurance.

eagerly.

Old Aunt iilasnia—Ilowdy.

"I know you may," with a convincing'air, "and you haven't done anything wrong; you've even done the

Swagg.

good turn. Haven't you kept
from stealing hie silver? And you
have talked to me like I was a huI promise you I'll never
man being.
attempt to steal—another teapot as
long as I live."
"If you would stop stealing and flx
yourself respectably, you would look
really nice—and could get a Job," she
encouraged. "You don't look like a

Mi*
Miss G1nilyβ Guggles— Yes/in.
fo il·
and Cln'euce is gulne to Katsshay
sea o'
hand In haud on de stiiwiuy
for
mat'Iiuonv. Ite obsequies am fixed
next Friday evenln'. und I's us bapp..

man a
me

common

Gladys!j

i out Jo"
Howdy, chile! I > ok lis tel
'ar Cla'oue··
ubgwlne to uiarry dat

burglar."

Everyone who values good health
shoald at the first sign of sickness take
a dose of "L. F." Atwood's Bitters.
They quickly adjust the troublj and set
you right. They restore vigor to the
tired and overworked organs and build
up general health. At the store, 35c.
dey's
'em—blm!—and
has
thinks yo'
to
made
was
Woman
gone film yo'!

doorway.
"Marjorle Kershaw, and I will be
to see dat
moan, and man was made
glad to help you get a Job." Interested she does mbnn. U-m-m-in—ab!
in bis reformation.
Miss Gladys Guggles—Yas'm. 1 or
The doctor thought of the usual Jobs
right smaht 'bout dat mub.se'f
ganlzes
he met with and smiled. "Good night,
uhkaze I's done been fooled dat uhI hope I'll be a changed man
Mise
a few times a'ready. I had muh
He went way
when you see ine again."
doubts o* Cla'ence 'splte-uh hie proat
the
her
staring blankly
out, leaving
he
toplams of undyln' 'feetlon twell
door.
took and Jammed muh bead against
man
Firm In her resolve to give the
de wall wld η ferocity dat jarred de
a chance to reform without starting
house, nnd den I knowed de mau
handicapped, Marjorle did not tell r'ally loved me. Yas'm, den I knowed
When,
eveu Martha of her adventure.

ed ankle she had no idea that «he was
furnishing the sequel to the aiTair.
"Miss Kershaw, I think Dr. Ingram
can soon have that foot feeling more
comfortable," she said as the doctor
followed her Into the room.
Dr. Ingram's eyes twinkled with sud
"Ah, I think Miss
den recognition.
Kershaw and I have met before! It

As a matter of fact there are no very

big fish in small puddles.
Yon can usually find a pin almost

skillfull}', taking longer than was customary. "I huve made a bnd Job of
this." slyly tearing the linen Into a

manner.

facedly.
"I wouldn't have missed so charming an experience for worlds." he said

emphatically. "Mrs. Jordan positively
refused to commit herself on the sub

Ject."

The girl gave an Irrepressible gtegle.
Please bring them when you come
next time." she said, then suddenly
grew serious. "Will I be able to skate
this winter?" anxiously.
lie looked at her with a solemnity
befitting the last stage of a hopeless
"It will need a great deal of
case.
attention, but I think—Just think,
mind you-that you might skate the
first time the Ice Is thick enough—if
you had a physician at hand to watch
you and keep you from overexertion."
Her face flushed and she heard, with
relief, Mrs. Sedley's returning foot-

the good
Globe.

|

qualities

of a

dog.—Atchison

The Monthly Review paid me $3
for two «minets. (Jane says the gas
bill Is $β.)
Have just written an article on
"How To l.lve on One Dollar a Day."
(Molly says she bos got to have S2
every day this week.)—Atlanta Constitution.

THE CARE OF LIVESTOCK.
of great numbers of
the readers of Tbe New-York Tribune
Farmer is a fair basis for tbe formation
of a correct opinion, then what is known
as its Veterinary Department is every-

testimony

where esteemed highly. It la, however,
more than a veterinary department. Dr.
C. D. Smead, who has had charge, of it

for more than five years, every week anvery many questions in regard to
every variety of livestock known on tbe
American farm, not alone prescribing
medicine and treatment, but telling how
steps.
Promise that you'll go the very first tbe diseases might bave been prevented,
freeze." lie said eagerly; "promise—or and laying down specific rules for feed
and in
I vow I'll put on something that will and care in health, in sickness
Every farmer keeps
blister—and will put pins In the ban- convalescence.

of 'em."
She hesitated, her eyes shy before
the Impulsive admiration in his gaze.
"I promise," she said softly, as Mrs
Sedley entered the room.
"The very thin*. Mrs. Sedlev," he exclaimed. taking the roll of linen, "we

dage—lots

will have her as comfortable as can
And Mrs. Sedley, I wish you
be.
alwould see to it that she does
low that ankle to grow stiff when she
There will
recovers the use of It.
soon be fine skatlng-l should recommend it ne the exercise most suited

not*

to the ligaments involved."
"I told .von l might be turned Into
a nice, respectable man." he whis"I like my new job-im
pered.

meusely!"

«

Cat·

If you should dream that a man
wltli whom you were acquainted killed
his wife, If you vividly saw him plunge
a dagger into her heart if your vision,
would you tell the wife of your premonition of a tragedy?
This questlou has been puzzling α
□umber of people in London. A married couple were inspecting α house
which was for rent in Sojrey some
time ago. While the husband inspected the stables the wife remained in the

parlor.

Shortly

after her husband left the
room, the wife said, α man and woman
entered. The woman was young and
pretty and in tears. The man was angry. Aftor gesticulating u few minutes
he rushed to the girl, drew u knife
from his coat and plunged it through
her heart.
With a loud shriek the woman who
witnessed the tragedy arose and stag
gered to the door. She looked about
ber and saw that the couple had vanShe realized she had either
ished.

had

livestock—good

veterinarians

are

seen

SOUTH PARIS.
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Wool Carpets
to

close

out

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate Optician.

odd patterns and clean

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

NORWAY,

MAINE.

Men's

Oxfords

—

in

—

Patent Colt, Vici

Kid,

Gun Metal, Valour and
Russet Calf,

$4.00, 3.50,

3.00,2.50,2.25,2.00.
Also

NORWAY, MAINE,

KILLthe couch
CUBE

amp

New

Discovery

/Consumption

FOR I
_Λ_

Price

OUGHS and

50c λ S >.00
Free Trial-

V0L0S

Surest and Quickest Cure for f.I
ΤΗ110ΑΓ and LVNO TKOUULES, or MONEY BACK.

MmmmmK-xy-mxafKzzrxL-

am·»

For Sale in South Paris.
The house and land belonging

'> the
of the late Mrs. Sarah W.
situated in tliê center of the village, has
two apartments of seven and eiyli! »>ms
with sheds, large attic, άο., ind ι- ia
The ground» :ire
excellent condition.
estate

extensive, containing addftloi ι
lots.
W. T. Η ΕWET'!
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Agent. S l'aria.

Boiler

Engine

just

right

Jones'

Patents

JACKSON.

Capt.

...

equipments

Scientific American

JAMES

FOR

MUNN iCo.»'»"·'··'New ïork

Rent.

Builders' Finish I

Send Your Work to

Wayside Laundry,

Also Window & Door Frames,

Hebronj Maine.

EDWARD C. BEAN,

STATE OF ITVAINE.
COUMTT OF OXFOBI», SS.
Supreme Judicial Court, (
May Term, A. D. 19)7. j

[SEAL.J

MANAGER.

Specialty.

goods,

gether

L. K. Murch,

It le only Imperfection that complains
of what is imperfect. The more perfect we are the more gentle and quiet
we become toward the defects of oth·

Dr. king's

Wl™

Shop,

Sale.

Lam·.
wants to dig a cat
right through our suburb."
"And do they offer no excuse?"
"Oh, they say divided outskirts will
be more modish."—Washington Herald.

L υ Ν CS

THE

Frothingham,

W. 0.

nillinery Store

«*.—Fenelao.

Sulky Plows,

PRICE" A. W. WALKER & SON,

Full Line of Bare Foot
Sandals for Children.

Family Washing

"The railroad

Disk Harrows,

Congress St., opp. City Building,
Portland, Maine.

work

A Breaker.
Mistress- Jane, have you cemented
the handle on to the water jug which
you dropped yesterday. Jane—I started to. muiu, but, most unfortunately, I
dropped the cemènt bottle.—Punch.

Spreaders,

Each inquirer is fnlly answered, but
Dr. Smead goes far beyond this; he believes that any information which one
and
Steam
intelligent farmer needs is also needed
by hundreds and thousands of others,
For Snle ΓΙιοη|>.
and he often so broadens his answer as
to make it a complete essay on the subSecond
hand, six horse |>ovvt*r
ject discussed. A year or two ago Mr.
and
eight horse power hi : 1er.
engine
B. Walker McKeen, of Fryeburg, Me.,
and
see
them at A. C.
Call
a
valuthat
Paris.
farmers
South
of
said in a meeting
South Paris, M<·.
able boree bad been attacked with a disMachine
ease of which he bad known nothing
For
Service
until he had recently read of it in Tbe
60 YEARSNew-York Tribune Farmer; what Dr
A right good Berkshire Boar,
EXPERIENCE
Smead had taught him enabled blm to
size. Set-vice fee $1.00.
Another farmer arose the
save his horse.
and said be bad bad a similar experience.
A. K.
Five or six hundred dollars saved in one
South Paris, Me.
C.
0.
town by one copy of tbe paper!
Waller, M. D., of North Troy, Vt., writes
to Dr. Smead, under date of April 23:
1 RADC wiAKna
"I desire to express my gratitude to you
Ocsicns
Tribune
homeFarmer,
The
New-York
Bolster
N.
H.
The
through
Copyrights Ac.
and to say that I regard you as the most stead situated in South Paris village,
and
sketch
a
deseript1 π r> tr
Anyone sending
uj
quickly ascertain our opinion free « who''
able, practical and thoroughly safe
»·
.·π
water heat
hot
Invention is probably patentable
finished,
writer of tbe present age, and tQ express thoroughly
ttons strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on IV· i*
·■
fur
securing
pal·
and
all
modern
attached,
free.
<airency
sent
my hope that you may live to serve the
Patent* taken tnrougli Munn A Co. t· •■fly*
farmer and our dumb friends for many a two story house, ell and stable,
iptclal notiet, without charge, m tbe
years to come."
centrally located. Apply to
Tbe regular price of the New-York
S. WRIGHT, Adm.
a
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. larnec rTribune Farmer is One Dollar
year,
*
culatlon of any snentIt!'· Journal. Ten
Oxford
Tbe
with
··".
but we will send it
rear; four months, 11. Sold by all tie*··'!·
SALE.
for
one
both
year
Democrat,
papers
•$2.00.
2 1-2 story dwelling-bouse, pleasantly
Branch Offlce. C2S F Ht„ Washington. U. I.
located Mo the village of West Paris.
Consists of nine rooms and bath-room,
E. W. CHAWDIJ K,
For
shed and stable. About 3-4 acre of land,
The buildwith apple and pear trees.
A nice, clean little tenement.
ings are situated high from the street,
A. D. PARK.
with
shaded
with broad piazza
vine*,
commanding a line view. A spring of
buildThese
on
water
premises.
I will furnUh DOORS an·! WINDOW·? ..! my
pure
ings are well and prettily furnished and Size or Style at reasonable price*.
the owner would be glad to sell the
furniture and
furnishings with the
house. This is a great bargain am' will
be sold on reasonable terms. Call on or
r
addrese, W. J. Wheeler, South Paris,
If In want of any kind of Klnlih for I
I'lm I.
OuUlde work, send In your order»
Maine.
ber and Shingle* on hand Cheap for (. a>-h.

a

8uited to Hia Bustnesa.
"Gracious!" exclaimed the kind old
lady to the beggar, "are they the best
shoes you've got?"
"Why. lady." replied the candid beggar. "could yer imagine better ones
fur dis blzness?
Every one o' dem
holes means nickels an' dimes ter me."
—1'hlladelphiu Press.

Cylinder Oil.

Publlehor,

scarce.

vision.
been dreaming
When her husband returned she told
done.
First-class
him her experience. They did not rent
the house.
a
Some time nfterward while attending
a reception the woman was Introduced
NOTICE.
to a young lady and her fiance. She
1907.
BrownfleM, Maine, August
All persons are hereby forbidden trusting
recognized the characters of her vision.
without a written onler,
Later the young couple to whom she" anyone on my account
as I shall pay no bills after date unless so orderhad been Introduced were married. To ed.
FRANK A. GREY.
her dismay, the woman learned they
had leased the very house where she
bad experienced the harrowing dream.
What was she to do? She asked her
For
friends. They were at a loss to give
her advice. The woman was convinced
I offer at a bargain my new stock
that she wus given the premonition of
dolls, toys,
a tragedy. At the same time she dread- of millinery, fancy
ed provoking a disagreement in case etc., store furniture and fixtures, to·
there should be nothing but a halluciwith my good will in a well
nation.
established
business, as I am retiring
What would you do in such α case?
This would dei>eud, of course, as to from commercial life.
whether or not you believe In dreams.
ilrs.
Do you?
or

profit.

—

Desirable Residence for Sale,

BELIEVE IN DREAMS?
H Yes, What Would You Do In
Similar to This?

swers

some

faction and

up stock.

An Author's Journal.
Sold one poem. (Molly has Just come
In to say the coal's out.)

If the

nent and mutual satis-

Postpaid for $2.00.

A LOW

dignity.

something?
Every man would have a pretty fair
reputation If people looked for his good
qualities as carefully as they look for

render an account once
established of perma-

Qrenvifle M. Donham,

It Is beyond some men to understand
the difference between pomposity and

her eyes flashing.
"You were kind enough to promise
I see you are a woman of
me a Job.
your word." He wrapped the bandage

business men, feeling
confident that its well
known facilities will

No. 38. Just Issued.

them.

We have always wondered what women do with the 2 cents saved in purchasing a two dollar article for $1.98.
Have you ever stopped to admire the
selfcontrol of the man who can pick
on
up a lead pencil without marking

banks, corporations and

Business Directory of Maine. Manure

but In the pincushion.
A fool Is the greatest nuisance In this 390
world. And there are quite a few of

at—let me see—a luncheon, was
It not. Mise Kersbaw?"
The riot of color In her face tickled
his fancy immensely. "I rather think)
it was at a masquerade," she retorted,

AND

—

anywhere

was

invites the business of

Gasoline

State Ye$r Book

Sent

POINTED PARAGRAPHS.

Norway National Bank

Register!

Maine

It. -I'uck.

therefore, Mrs. Sedley, the principal of
the preparatory school in which Marjorle taught that fall, called in Dr.
Ingram to treat Miss Kershaw's sprain-

absolutely professional

1906.

niar'd to uo less'u Ave o' de
scoun'rels In uiub time, gal, and yo'
kaln't place uo mo' opi>endence on *e:n
dan so many eels, dey's dat deternal
trans·
slippery. Dey talks and dey
plavicates and svv'ars by de moon tnd
stabs dat dey'll be true, but when yo'

I shall
want to thank you for what you have
done for me. Won't you tell me your
name?" he asked as he stood in tho

When she left the room the girl look
"And they
ed at him reproachfully.
were your rooms," she said shame

ax,

been

hopelessly degraded.
"Whenever I get respectable

an

Brunswick, Me., Aug.

"I think there is no medicine equal
to
'L. F.' Atwood's Bitters. I keep
as de day is loug right now.
I them in the house ail the time, and
Old Aunt Miasma—Uh-hub! Well.
01 they save me a great many headaches.
admires to see yo' 'joyln' de pang»
de re I would not be without them."
I
and
hopes
sho'ly
anticipation,
Yours truly,
tallatlon will be the same. But- ah.
Lawd!—dehe men, dese men! I's done
Mrs. Lizzie S. Dyer.

He took the satchel from the floor,
trying to hide the fact that he was
choking over the" idea of not looking

shorter length than be wanted. "Could
you find a bandage somewhat longer
than this, Mrs. Sedley?" he asked in

Save Much
Sickness

36-39

MAINE.

BUCKFIELD,

For Sale.

OCTAVIIH K. YATES
vs.

RICHARDSON.
suggestion to the Court tbnt the

K17GKNK
Anil

now on

principal Defendant at the time of the »e-vtce of
the Writ, was not an Inhabitant of this state,
and had no tenant, agent or Attorney within the
same; that his goods or estate h tve l>cen attached In thin uctlon. κ.η I that lie ha* hnd no notice
ofaald nuit and attachment, It Is Obukrki·,
That notice of the pendency of this suit be given
to the «aid Defendart, by publishing an att-^ted
copy of this order, together with an abstract of
the Plaintiff's Writ, three week* tacceaalvely in
The Oxford Democrat, a newepaper published
at Pari·, In said county, the flrst publication
being not less than thirty days before the next
term of said (.'ouit, to be holden at Paris, In and
for said County, on the second Tuesday of October, A. D. l'JU7, that said Defendant may then
and there appear and aniwer to said suit, If he
shall see cause.
Attest:—CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
(ABSTRACT OF PLAINTIFF'S WBIT )
Writ dated-Ian. 3, 1907, returnable to M*rch
term, 11)07, S J. C. at i'arls: ad damnum *.»:
account annexed for medical attendance and
Interest on the account, amounting In all to
$31 A).
A true copy of order of Court, with abstract of
the Writ.
Attest
CH A RLE* Γ. WHITMAN, Clerk.
[seai..J
Wright A Wheeler, Attys for Plff.
NOTICE OF rOBECLOSURE.

WHEREAS, Ablel Ooss, of Greenwood, In the
county of Oxford and state of Maine, by his
deed dated the 19th day of February,
Victoria 30-light acetylene gas mortgage
A. D. 1907, and recorded with Oxford Registry
a few months, of Deeda In book £<7, on page 313, conveyed to
machine. Used
me, the undersigned, certain lota or parcels of
and in first-class condition.
real eatate situated In the town of Bethel, In said
county of Oxford, and bounded and described
C. GUY BUCK, South Paris.
as follows, to wit:
Beginning at the southerly
corner of land of Charles A. Barker and George
Knighton theeasteily side of the county road
leading from East Bethel to Locke's Mills;
thence southerly ou said road to la id of Kben
8. Kllborn; thence easterly on line of land of
said Kllborn to land
of Ransom
5 Horse power upright boiler and Cutnmlngs; thence on formerly
line of said Gumming·, northerly, to land of Barker and Knight:
condition.
in
engine, good
thence westerly on lioe of said Barker and
Knlpht land to point of beginning. AUo another
H. W. TAPLEY,
lot or parcel situated In said towa of Bethel on
the westerly aide of the above named road and
South Paris, Me.
opposite the above named parcel, viz.: Begin-

only

For Sale.

of land of said
southerly
Barker and Knight on the westerly side of said
TOWN NOTICE.
road ; thenoe southerly on said road to land of
If yon hate a bill against the town, either high
F. L. Edwards; thence westerly on said
way or poormoconnt, the Selectmen ask you to Edwards' land to land of David Foster; thence
resent your account at onoe to the Selectman northerly and eaaterly on line of land of said
1 your aecUon of the town.
Foster and land of said Barker and Knight to
SKLKCTMBN Or PARIS.
point commenced at. Said premises being the
South Parla, July 1,1907.
Ablel Gosa farm so known except what has
been sold to said Barker and Knight and F. L.
Edwards. Containing not less than one hundred acres about one-half of which la wood and
timber land, and whereas the condition of said
HAIR BALSAM
M
mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof I
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
ning at the

corner
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Ïûfmiï. imith.

Planing, Sawing

and Job Work.

Matched Hard Wood K'.oor Boards for

W.

E.
Weet

€U4\IMJ IC,
Maine.

Sumner,

FOII SALE.
One Concord wagon in good ι-ι»ιι·!iti«>n«
maone two-horso McCormick m w

chine,

Champion borne-rake,

a

-■

·■

·ιιΊ

hand driving harneex, a lever bitferfurworker, and a Blanchard rhum. F r
ther particulars inquire of
A. J. PKN'f.KV.
South Paris. Maine.
'
June 17, 11(07.

REMEMBER!

Morris Klain,

Mc.

Norway.

u
Can afford to and will pay more for la.·-,
cal » 10
lier*, and metal than any étranger that
your hotiHC.
η de 1ν·
He pay* from >5 to #'.» per ton for Ιι
ered to film here.

He bu>« folded cew*pa|>er».

He I*

paying

for mixed rags, I

Rubber» according to market.
price for bran sack*.

•'•

nt

I'a>

a

pound.

>

··'

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
&
High

Mouldings 1%.
Grade Portrait Work

in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L, M. TUFTS,
Nlcholi St.(

SOUTH PARIS.

